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A review of current research concernmg reading comprehension
revealed a perspective of reading as a constructive, interactive process.

A

strategic approach to reading comprehension is compatible with this view.
It was concluded from the review of literature that comprehension
monitoring strategies could be taught with direct instruction.

A set of

comprehension instructional materials was developed which integrated
direct instructional methods and research based reading strategies into the
district adopted basal reading program.
recommendations

made.

Conclusions are discussed and
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Introduction

Over the past twenty years, reading comprehension has been the
focus of a great deal of research.
various perspectives.

It has been examined extensively from

Perceptions of the reading process have changed

significantly as a result of these studies.
changed very little.

Yet reading instruction has

In some cases, the research has had direct

implications for instruction.

In numerous studies teacher practices were

examined along with reading behaviors.

The relationship between

comprehension and comprehension instruction has been addressed in an
effort to determine whether or not reading comprehension abilities can be
improved through instruction. While all this research should have a
positive effect on reading instruction,
not frequently applied in the classroom.
classroom is a basal reading program.

m reality, the research findings are
What 1s found in the conventional
As research has shown the basal to

have many weaknesses, such a program would benefit
of the research findings on reading comprehension.

from an application
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Statement of the Problem

Research has determined there is a need for comprehension
instruction. The

reality of the classroom requires instruction to be

effective and efficient.

The needs of the learner and the challenges of

required curriculum require more from instruction than just time and/or
activities.

Research findings concerning instructional methods and

strategic reading behaviors provide enough information to develop
effective instructional strategies and materials based on these strategies.
There is abundant pressure to improve reading comprehension
abilities.

There are the needs of the student, the teacher's concerns, and

the requirements of the school system.

The Commission on Reading

(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985)
comprehension instruction.

has stated the need for

Past examinations of classroom practices and

material revealed that very little in the way of reading comprehension
instruction was occuring (Durkin, 1978-79).

Yet time spent teaching

comprehension skills has not always proved sufficient or even effective m
improving comprehension abilities.
instruction contains certain elements.

It has been found that effective
It has also been determined

learning a set of subskills does not insure comprehension.

Reading

that
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comprehension is more than a set of subskills.
Examinations of the behaviors of good readers have found that these
readers frequently use strategies in their approach to reading tasks.
Instruction in a strategic approach to reading comprehension can be
effective with students that are lacking in comprehension skills.
Observations of effective teacher behaviors have suggested there are
certain elements m direct instruction that facilitate student learning.

In

contrast, instruction usmg only a basal and workbooks, has frequently
been suggested to be ineffective.
The research findings

suggest reading comprehension can be taught,

provided much care goes into planning and carrying out the instruction. It
is proposed therefore, that a combination of research based effective
instructional methods and research based effective reading strategies will
result in improved reading comprehension abilities for the learner.

Such a

combined instructional model integrates the school and basal reading
objectives, the concerns of the teacher, and the needs of the learner.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to improve comprehension instruction at
the third grade level by integrating into the basal program being used for
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reading instruction a strategic approach to reading usmg effective
instructional methods.

Importance of the Study

With the changed perspective of reading comprehension has come a
clearer understanding of the reading process and a renewed concern for
comprehension failures.

This in tum has placed a new emphasis on the

need for instruction that will promote the development of successful,
independent readers.

)

Current instructional practices may not only be

ineffective, they may also be detrimental to the reader.

These concerns

have promoted the development of instructional methods which will make
learning to read easy.

Scope of the Study

A set of instructional materials were developed which integrated
research based instructional reading strategies into level 7, City Spaces,
and level 8, On Parade in the Scott, Foresman (1987) basal reading
program.

The materials were piloted in a self-contained third grade
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classroom.

A whole book format was used where students were grouped

for specific skill remediation or enrichment.

The class consisted of 26

children of heterogeneous ability.

Limitations of the Study

The Scott, Foresman Reading (1987) third grade reading series
served as the foundation for this project.

The instructional materials

developed from both books in this series, but not all of the basal
objectives were included.

were

skills or

While direct instruction has proven to be

effective with some materials,
approach with all objectives.

it is not necessarily the most effective
Therefore, only those skills which could be

reconstructed as problem solving strategies and that have been shown to
be effectively taught usmg direct instruction were used in this study.
Excluded were those skills that would benefit from another instructional
method,

such as the discovery approach.

Also, the lessons were

not

meant to include all that is needed for mastery of a reading strategy.
project

reflects a

philosophy that effective comprehension instruction 1s

based on the needs of the reader.
instruction, some less.
to the learner.

This

Some readers may reqmre more

Therefore, instruction must be flexible and adapted

Since the purpose of this study was to develop instructional
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materials for specific reading strategies it should not be viewed as a
comprehensive approach to teaching reading comprehension.

It 1s also

limited m its generalizability to other basal senes smce it 1s specifically
tied to

Scott, Foresman Reading (1987).

Definition of Terms

Application.

The prov1s1on of opportunities for the extension of

comprehension strategies and abilities to "real-world" situations (Tierney,

R. J., 1983, p.10)

Basal Readin2 Pro2ram.

A set of instructional materials which include

reading textbooks, teacher's manuals, workbooks, and supplemental
materials provided for systematic teaching of reading skills.

Comprehension.

The act of understanding .

Comprehension Instruction.

The teacher says or does something to

help children understand or work out the meaning of more than a single,
isolated word (Durkin, 1978-79, p. 488).

Direct Instruction.

A means of explaining the steps in a thought process

that gives birth to comprehension (Anderson, R. C., Hiebert, E. H., Scott, J.
A., & Wilkinson, T. A., 1985, p. 72).

Effective.

Producing a definite or desired result; efficient (Webster, 1957,
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p 462).

Effective Instruction.

A classification system of research based

elements of instruction which guides teachers m decision making in order
to mcrease the probability of learning.

Explicitness.

The how, when, and why of strategy utilization (Tierney,

1983, p.10).

Inference.

The making of logical connections or the filling in of

information from one's memory

Metacoenition.

and experience (Mason & Au, 1986, p. 5).

The knowledge of thought processes or cognition (Ekwall,

E. E., & Shanker, J.L., 1988, p. 217).

Monitorim: Strateeies.

A problem-solving plan employed by the reader

to monitor his/her thought processes while reading based on the reader's
ability to understand how to use metacognitive processes (Ekwall &
Shanker, 1988, p. 217).

Schema.

The systematic arrangement of knowledge in the human mind.

Self-reeulation.

The self-orchestration, monitoring, and assessment of

one's own behavior and outcomes.

Semantic Mappine.

A strategy where by the relationships in a prose

passage are represented with geometric shapes (Schmidt, M. B., 1986, p.
113 ).

Story Mappine.

A unified representation of a story based on logical
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organization of events and ideas of central importance to the story and the
interrelationship of these events and ideas (Beck & McKeown, 1981, p.
914 ).

Strate2y.

A problem-solving plan of action for making sense

of a text.

Summary

The maJor elements of this study are as follows:
Chapter Two 1s a review of literature which discusses the pros and
cons of the direct instructional model, effective instruction, teacher
practices, student and teacher conceptual awareness, and metacognitive
strategies for reading comprehension.
Chapter Three presents the methodology used in the study.

The

procedures used for developing the project are presented.
Chapter Four presents a description of the project, a set of
comprehension instructional materials.
Chapter Five contains the summary of the project, conclusions, and
recommendations.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction

The recommendation has been made that teachers should devote
more time to comprehension instruction.

If reading comprehension needs

to be taught, how then can it be taught effectively? It has been suggested
that reading achievement will increase with teacher-led, direct
comprehension instruction (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, and Wilkinson, 1985).
Direct instruction can be an effective teaching strategy in certain
situations.

It is the premise of this project that direct instruction can be

effective in teaching specific comprehension strategies .
There are a number of variables underlying instruction. In the
instructional setting, the main factors are the student, the instruction, and
the teacher.

These factors interact so closely that one cannot hope to

determine effective instruction without examining them and the
relationship between them.

Therefore, the research concerning the reader,

instructional methods, and teacher practices will be reviewed here m an
effort to establish effective reading comprehension instruction.
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Teachers and Their Practices

"America will become a nation of readers when verified practices of the
best teachers in the best schools can be introduced throughout the
country."

(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, and Wilkinson, 1985, p. 120).

A

considerable amount of research over the years has been conducted in the
area of teacher practices.

This research has examined what teachers do,

what they do not do, and how their actions relate to what they think.

In

recent years, a substantial body of evidence has provided support for the
contention that certain instructional techniques do have important effects
on the outcomes of learning. The research has also turned up some
surprising findings concerning comprehension instruction.
In 1978, Durkin observed in fourth grade classrooms that almost no

reading comprehension was being taught.

The majority of reading time

was spent assigning, completing, and checking assignments.

What little

time was spent on comprehension activities centered around assessment
(Durkin, 1978).
Research has examined a number of possible reasons for this lack of
instruction.

One theory concerning instructional patterns was that teachers

teach the way they were taught (Wedman and Robinson, 1988).

Teachers

were taught by instructors who used lecture and question methods.

These
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instructional practices became the pnmary models on which teachers
patterned their instruction.

If teachers were not given comprehension

instruction, they were unlikely to instigate the practice on their own.
Another reason suggested for this lack of instruction was that
teachers did not know how to teach reading comprehension.

It is in

question whether this was due to lack of ability, conceptual awareness, or
training.

One would hope the question was not one of ability, but the issue

of training remams a valid one.
reading course.
direction.
opportunity.

Most education programs require only one

Additional in-service programs may be a step in the right

Changes m persistent instructional practices take time and
Effective training allows "participants to progress through

stages of concern, attitude changes, and mastery of teaching strategies by
providing the necessary support, feedback, and time" (Wedman and
Robinson, 1988, p. 70).
In a study by Book, Putnam, Meloth, and Sivan (1988), the
relationship between the teachers' concepts of reading and the concepts
they communicated during instruction was examined along with students'
concepts of reading. In previous studies in the area of instructional
communication, the assessment of a teacher's performance was based on
oral communication components.

Their level of teaching competency was

judged by their subject matter knowledge.

To these categories a third
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category of pedagogical content knowledge was added.

Researchers in the

study by Book et al. (1988) examined the linkages between teachers'
content knowledge, their instructional practices, and students' learning.

It

was suggested that an understanding of teachers' thoughts and actions
would give a better understanding of how they interact to mcrease or
inhibit student achievement.
In the study, one group of teachers was taught a specific schema for
teaching reading strategies for making sense out of text to students.
other group was not given training.

The

There was no difference in the

concepts of reading stated by the two groups of teachers in the study.

Yet

the teachers did differ in the concepts they communicated and their
students differed in their concepts of reading.

It is interesting to see that a

previous study in 1977 by Duffy (cited in Book et al., 1988) found that of
the participants in his study, half of the teachers' instructional practices
coincided with their beliefs about reading.

The practices of the other half

of the teachers in the study did not coincide with their professed beliefs.
As readers themselves, teachers possess a great deal of knowledge
about text comprehension and are well skilled in the processes which
produce comprehension.

There is not a great deal of research here to

substantiate theories about instructional discrepancies that appear.
be that teachers hold a simplistic "bright-person" model of teaching

It may
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(Sedlak, 1987) where it becomes the students' responsibility to make sense
of the information delivered by instruction.

Teachers may rely on

personal experience instead of reflective thought and professional
education.

They may proceed on impulse and intuition as suggested by

Jackson and Lortie (cited in Book et al., 1988). It has been suggested that
many planning decisions are activity-driven or oriented toward classroom
management instead of oriented toward the cognitive outcome the activity
1s intended to produce.
Other observers have found that teachers' practices are directed
toward certain planned outcomes and not impulse driven. "A teacher sets
and articulates the learning goals, actively assesses student progress, and
frequently makes class presentations illustrating how to do assigned work"
(Good, 1979).

Good (1979) refers to these behaviors as "active teaching"

which he equates with direct instruction. Research on teacher effectiveness
has found a clear relationship between student achievement and such
teacher behaviors.
Smith (1979) proposes that what the teacher does is not as important
as what the teacher knows about reading.

Teachers need to understand

the problem solving nature of the reading process.
understand the nature of the learner.

They must also

Determining what teaching

behaviors will be effective requires a careful consideration of what the
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teacher is trying to accomplish as well as planning how to do it.

If the goal

of instruction is to quide students to becoming independent, successful
readers, then the behaviors students engage in during reading must be
considered (Tierney, 19 8 3).
Effective instruction requires then an interaction between the
teacher and the learner.

Blanton, Moorman, and Wood (1986) have

developed an instructional model where teaching begins with the teacher
exploring the students' background knowledge of the skill to be taught.
This exploration phase serves a diagnostic function for the teacher.

It is

here the teacher discovers what prior knowledge the students possess.
Teachers need to be able to gauge prior knowledge among their students
because background appears to have a critical effect on learning and
comprehension (Holmes and Roser, 1987).

An accurate assessment of pnor

knowledge can help the teacher determine a baseline for ongoing
evaluation. This assessment aids the teacher in developing lesson plans.
Finally, this assessment is effective m detecting student's misinformation.
Since poor readers usually do not alter their misconceptions from just
reading in a textbook, this assessment is particularly important for
teachers who will need to intervene with direct instruction (Holmes and
Roser, 1987).
The significance of prior knowledge has led researchers to
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investigate vanous methods for assessmg it.

Since a complete assessment

of students' prior knowledge 1s impossible, teachers need to select
assessment techniques which will give them the information they need
with the amount of time and effort they wish to expend.

Five different

ways of determining the amount and quality of prior knowledge students
bring to a topic were studied.

The five techniques were judged on the

amount of information and misinformation they elicited, their
effectiveness, the time it took to administer the assessment, and their
efficiency.

The techniques were a free recall task, a set of structured

questions, a word association task, a recognition task, and an unstructured
interview.

While each had its strong points, overall, the structured

questions were found to be the most effective and efficient (Holmes and
Roser, 1987).
The second stage of the instructional model by Blanton, Moorman,
and Wood (1986) is the explication phase of instruction.

Here the teacher

makes the skill to be learned as explicit as possible, in language the
student can understand.
difficult to explain.

Reading comprehension skills are abstract and

Finding a definition of such skills may require the

teacher to examine professional texts, reading journals, and commercial
materials.

The language students used in the exploration phase will help

the teacher define the skill in terms that will be understood clearly.

Since
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skills become operational through tasks, the teacher identifies tasks that
require strategic use of the skill being taught. "Students need explicit
instruction as to when it is appropriate to apply the skill" (Blanton,
Moorman, and Wood, 1986).

Poorer readers may need even more explicit

instruction for longer periods (Weaver, 1979).

Effective

Instruction

In an article by Bruning (1984 ), the key elements of effective
teaching are identified in summaries of research studies by Kounin (1970),
Brophy (1973), Brophy and Evertson (1976), Stallings (1974; 1975),
Berliner (1979), and Good and Grouws (1979).

Bruning refers to the

approaches collectively as "direct teaching" where the teacher controls the
organization, planning, scheduling, and delivery of instruction.

The teacher

is seen as the ultimate instructional decision maker and leader in the
classroom.
The studies which resulted in formulating the idea of "direct
instruction" stemmed from "process-product" research (Duffy, 1983).
Classrooms and teacher instructional behaviors. were carefully scrutinized
to determine their correlation with academic achievement.

A general

concept arose, one that emphasized efficient classroom management which
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)

enhanced student time on task. The focus was academic and teachers
monitored student responses carefully.

After the 1960s, where little

information concerning what went on in the classroom was available, the
findings concerning direct instruction were seen as enlightening.

The

questions regarding why certain teachers were more effective seemed
answered.
There 1s substantial research investigating the direct instructional
model and findings to support its use.

For example, Kounin (cited in

Bruning, 1984) found that effective classroom managers kept their
students engaged in productive classroom work resulting in more time on
task.

Baumann (1984), in his research into the effectiveness of a direct

instruction model for teaching children the comprehension skill of mam
idea, found in the results of his study, support for using a direct
instructional model for teaching reading comprehension skills.

In a

subsequent study into teaching children to comprehend anaphoric
relationships (Baumann, 1986), additional support for the efficacy of a
direct instructional model was found.
Descriptive field studies have reported somewhat different findings.
Many of the "effective" practices of the direct instructional model fell short
in the real classroom when actual instruction was based on routine and
presented in a mechanical way.

In an attempt to keep things running
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smoothly, teachers neglected to provide quality assistance to students
(Duffy, 1983).
The importance of classroom management IS not at Issue here.

The

abilities to keep students engaged and incorporate efficient time
management provide the very foundation for effectiveness.

It would be

better to view such skills as prerequisite and know that quality instruction
goes beyond management.
In an article on factors related to reading performance, Duffy (1983)
reported on the pattern of turn taking which occured in reading
instruction.

He stated that the establishment of this pattern was based on

the teacher's psychological belief that reading instruction was
accomplished by assigning turns to pupils.

Such a pattern may have

actually been an impediment to instructional effectiveness.

Learning may

not have been occurring because students may not have known how to
make sense out of reading when they were asked to respond to turns.
Duffy concluded by saying "
effectiveness.

. . . we must broaden our concept of teacher

If we perceive effective teaching of reading as helping

students view reading as a sense-making -- rather than a mechanical
process, then the truly effective teacher must explain as well as monitor"
(p. 139).
While there are definite negative aspects of the direct instructional
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model, direct instruction is also seen as an effective method to develop
strategic processing.

Direct instruction can be quite different from a

mechanical questioning, discussion, and guided practice format.

In terms

of reading comprehension, it means explaining the steps m a thought
process that produce comprehension.

Here the teacher may "think out

loud" as she models a strategy and her understanding of a passage.

The

teacher includes when and why to use the strategy in the explanation.
Research has shown that learning is facilitated when teachers directly
teach critical thinking skills (Anderson, et al, 1985).
An article by Slaughter (1988) compared indirect and direct teaching
m a whole language program.

She posed the questions of how much and

what kind of direct teaching were needed. Parts of the direct instructional
model can be effective and an analysis of the model is in order to
determine its effective components.
"An aura of ambiguity continues to surround the mechanics for
developing the most effective and efficient instructional structure to
facilitate individual student's reading comprehension" (Lederer, 1977, p.
26).

Developing an instructional agenda for teaching reading

comprehension must address notions of relevance, explicitness, student as
informant, self-regulation, and application (Tierney, 1983).
considers whether or not the skill is worth teaching.

Relevance

The notion of
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explicitness refers to the teacher communicating the how, when, and why
to use the skill.

Instruction that induces students to offer and explore

their own strategies for coping with texts, treats students as informants
and active learners.

Self-regulation refers to instruction that facilitates the

student initiating, monitoring, and assessing his or her own reading
behavior.

Finally, application refers to transfer and the opportunity for

extending the strategies to "real-world" situations (Ibid.).

The consensus of

opm10n 1s that a great deal of care and thought must go into reading
comprehension instruction for it to be effective.
One of the difficulties m determining whether or not direct
instruction 1s an effective teaching strategy arises from the lack of a
professionally agreed upon operational definition.

It has been defined in a

variety of terms: the gradual release of responsibility model (Pearson,

1985), the generic comprehension instructional strategy (Baumann, 1983),
teacher explanation, the four stage model of direct instruction (Blanton and
Wood, 1984), and active teaching (Good, 1979).

Direct instruction is

defined by Anderson et al. (1985) as "a means of explaining the steps m a
thought process that gives birth to comprehension" (p. 72).
While the definition of direct instruction may be cloudy, it is clear
that direct instruction is systematic.

Blanton, Moorman, and Wood (1986)

propose a seven phase model of direct instruction for the presentation of
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reading skills.

The first two phases, exploration and explication have

already been discussed. The next phase, translation, gives students the
opportunity to structure their ideas about the skill explicated in phase two,
in their own language.

In this third phase, teachers can judge the

effectiveness of instruction from student feedback.

The fourth phase,

modeling, presents a concrete and visible performance of the skill for the
learner.

This phase amounts to a lesson in metacognition with attention

focused on the learning process.
practice.

The fifth phase provides for guided

The practice exercises should be relatively easy and directly

linked to the instruction.

Substantive information on the correctness or

incorrectness of responses 1s given.

Application is the sixth phase.

Here

the skill 1s applied to alternative instructional materials in alternative
settings.

The final phase is closure.

The teacher's objective is to integrate

the skill into the whole reading process and encourage students to
incorporate the skill into their reading behaviors.

If, as research indicates,

there is a clear relationship between direct instruction and student
achievement (Blanton, Moorman, and Wood, 1986), then this type of
instructional model should be effective in teaching comprehension
strategies.
One of the strong points of direct teaching is explicitness.

Research

suggests that when instruction is direct and explicit, teachers influence
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student thinking. Duffy, Roehler, Meloth, Vavrus, Book, Putnam, and
Wesselman (1986) hypothesized that explicit teacher explanation of
reading skills as strategies would result in increased student awareness of
what was taught.

This in turn would result in increased reading

achievement on standardized measures.

While no significant achievement

gains were found, the explicitness did result in significantly greater
student awareness.

Strong links between student awareness of lesson

content and explicit verbal explanations were found.

It was concluded that

instructional talk had a powerful impact on what students remember and
understood (Duffy, et al, 1986).
In the research into the relationship between teachers' concepts and
students' concepts of reading it was found that training in explicit
instruction affected both teachers and students.

First, teachers trained m

explicit instruction expressed a concept of reading as being strategic while
teaching reading skills as strategies.

Those that did not receive training

did not express this concept during instruction.

Secondly, the students of

the trained teachers expressed concepts of reading significantly similar to
their teachers.
One aspect of direct instruction appears not from research findings as
much as from its use in research.

That is its succinctness.

It is a variable

m a hypothesis that can be recognized and controlled more easily than
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other instructional methods.
Another aspect of direct instruction which warrants its investigation
IS

its popularity with school administrations.

for its use.

There is wide spread support

Teachers need to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses of

direct instruction in order to choose wisely the best course of action for
their students and themselves.

The question is not all or nothing, but as

was stated before, how much direct instruction, what kind, and when is it
most effective.
Before the effectiveness of direct instruction in reading
comprehension can be examined further, the content of that instruction
needs to be discussed.

Goodman stated that teachers need to remember

that learning does not always occur as a result of instruction (cited in
Slaughter, 1988).

While he was addressing a teacher's role in language

development, his statement is relevant here to the issue of what to teach.
Research has shown that learning will occur when instruction is relevant,
appropriate, and applicable.
appropriate, and applicable

An appropriate source of what is relevant,
IS

the reader himself.
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The Reader

An examination of the reader can take two directions from here.

One

focus is an examination of what a poor reader either is or is not doing.
Another is to research what a good reader does to make him a good reader.
Clearly, instruction will be most appropriate when it is based on an
assessment of an individual's reading strengths and weaknesses.
Unfortunately, the process of assessment and determination of treatment
is not as clear cut as studies conducted by the Institute for Research on
)

Teaching at Michigan State University point out (Koenke, 1980).

The

results of the Institute's studies of diagnosis and remedial teaching show
that reading clinicians do not agree very well in their diagnostic
statements and their remedial treatment statements.

As a result, reports

as to what is appropriate in reading instruction from this perspective

are

conflicting and unclear.
In a comparison of the practices of good and poor readers, research
has established that good readers are aware of and skilled users of
comprehension strategies.

Poor readers on the other hand, do not appear

to be aware of these strategies.

A strategic approach to reading 1s

supported by cognitive science research.

The research as stated by Duffy
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et al. (1986) suggests that when an individual is confronted with a difficult
or novel task, the individual's ability to consciously apply strategies
determines that individual's efficiency at learning.

In the reading situation

where text understanding is disrupted, the reader's ability to use effective
strategies to remove meaning blockages determines his or her
comprehension of text.
A study by Mealey and Nist (1989) reviewed the theoretical

and

research perspectives of some of the strategies currently being used m
college developmental reading classrooms.

Examined were three

theoretical bases that influence comprehension instruction:
schema theory, and text structure.
be based on solid theory.

metacognition,

For a strategy to be effective it should

Yet the study found that many of the strategies

m use were not grounded in solid theory but based on conventional
wisdom.

Also, many of these strategies lacked any empirical research

demonstrating effectiveness or ineffectiveness.

However, the findings of

the study did not conclude that the strategies were inappropriate.

Rather,

Mealey and Nist concluded that additional studies were needed, especially
research which would indicate that teacher directed strategies eventually
lead to transfer.
Duffy et al. (1986) proposed a recasting of traditional reading skills
as strategies.

Instead of seemg the skills as rules, the skills were seen as
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flexible plans for reasomng and applied thoughtfully, consciously, and
adaptively.

The curricular goal for this study was for readers to know

what strategies were effective, to select a specific strategy, and to use that
strategy to remove a blockage to meanmg.

An integral part of the concept

of instruction in this study was student restructuring with student
awareness being an important outcome.
Dermody (1988) found in her research m the area of metacognitive
strategies that direct instruction m such strategies can improve reading
comprehension.

An assessment of skilled readers showed that they

possessed an awareness and knowledge of their own learning processes.
They were also aware of their abilities and tendencies to control these
processes during learning.

Reading was viewed as a continual process of

forming and evaluating hypotheses which the skilled reader either
supported or discarded while interacting with the text.

In the study, a

student was taught what a reading skill was and why it was important to
learn.

A direct instruction method of tell, show, and model was used.

During the demonstration of how the reading skill operated, the
responsibility of learning shifted from the teacher to the student.
student was then taught when to apply the skill.

The

The results of the study

showed that metacognitive strategy training with reciprocal teaching
significantly influenced reading comprehension, especially for those
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students with below average reading comprehension but above average
word recognition.
An effective way to Improve the quality of reading comprehension is
to require students to be active comprehenders.

Back in 1917, E. L.

Thorndike claimed that "reading is reasoning".

He was stating a

metacognitive concept.
thinking".

In 1925, W. S. Gray saw reading as "vigorous

The research of the 1950s and the 1960s said

needed critical thinking skills.

comprehension

At present, there is significant research

focusing on two aspects of metacognition;
control of that understanding (Mier, 1984 ).

the awareness of knowledge and
Recommendations are being

made to teach students to develop metacognitive skills (Schmitt and
Baumann, 1986; Thomas, 1984; Hacker, 1980).
Direct instruction in specific reading strategies may Improve reading
comprehension.

The development of self-monitoring abilities is

fundamental (Tierney, 1983).

Students need to be provided with the

information necessary for them to develop effective plans of their own.
Teach students to be aware of and use background knowledge (Langer,
1981; Wilson, 1983).

Give them the tools and structure for organizing new

and old information such as semantic webbing and story mapping
(Freeman and Reynolds, 1980; Libson, 1984; Schmidt, 1986; Walker, 1984).
Show students how to visualize and use imagery to aid comprehension
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(Lesgold, McCormick, & Golinkoff, 1974; Weed, 1982).
to predict (Smith, 1979).
students about

Encourage students

Provide instruction in organizing text.

Teach

connectives (Durr, 1977), sentence combining (Weaver,

1979), and context clues (Braun, Rennie, and Labercane, 1985).

Teach

students where to find information (Raphael, 1986), show them how to
preview,

and help them use the structure of the text to aid

comprehension.

Identify complementary strategies that will make the

student an active participant in the learning process ( Lederer, 1977;
Palincsar, 1985; Wingenback, 1982).

Conclusion

It can be concluded from the research that while much is known
concerning the interaction between student, teacher and instruction, there
is much to be discovered about their relationship.

Therefore, a blanket

acceptance of any instructional model, be it direct or any other, would not
be wise.

A more justified approach would be to draw out what has been

proven to be effective, including the context of its effectiveness, formulate
an instructional approach, and apply it to a specific situation.

The

effectiveness would be conditional, but its application would be
appropriate.
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Based on the research then, it is proposed that explicit
comprehension instruction will be effective when teaching comprehension
monitoring strategies to a reader with

average word recognition skills.

In

this situation, the teacher must have, and be able to communicate, an
understanding of reading as strategic and sense-making.

The explicit

instruction will include training the reader to select and use a
comprehension strategy appropriate to the task.

Finally, this type of

direct instruction will be deemed effective when the responsibility for
learning transfers from the teacher to the learner.

The reader then, will

demonstrate an awareness of reading as being strategic and the result will
be a significant improvement in the reader's comprehension skill.

Positive

results of this hypothesis would support the contention that m specific
instances, qualified direct instruction can be effective reading
comprehension instruction.

CHAPTER 3

ME1H0DOLOGY
The Purpose

The purpose of this study was to improve the comprehension
instruction being given third grade students at Manitou Elementary m the
Tacoma School District #10, Tacoma, Washington.

The study was designed

to produce a set of comprehension instructional materials which integrated
direct instructional methods and research based reading strategies into the
district adopted basal reading program.

Procedures

Prior to designing the lessons, contemporary research on reading
comprehension and effective instruction was thoroughly reviewed.
Research on the strategic behaviors of proficient readers was included m
the review.

An examination of the Scott, Foresman Reading (1987) senes

currently being used in the Tacoma School District, revealed that some
strategic behaviors were presented in the program as reading hints.
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These
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behaviors were selected along with other strategies deemed appropriate
for grade three readers and direct instructional lesson plans developed.
Comprehension skills were selected based upon the findings from the
review of related literature, the examination of the Scott, Foresman
Reading

series, a review of the Tacoma School District's learning objectives

for third grade students, and personal observations. Comprehension skill
lessons were restructured to incorporate the reading strategies and
facilitate direct instructional methods,

City Spaces, book 3/1 and On

Parade, book 3/2 of the basal series were chosen to be used as the
foundation of this project.

The textbooks, teacher's guides, and supple-

mental teaching materials, such as teaching charts and skill sheets, were
used whenever these materials appeared to be appropriate.

The majority

of the reading strategies were taught in one lesson and practiced in the
subsequent skill lessons.
the comprehension skills.

Three lessons were created for teaching most of
The first of these lessons served to introduce the

skill to the learner while giving the teacher information as to student
abilities.

The subsequent lessons included a lesson for reinforcement and

one extension lesson.

While all students participated in the initial lesson,

the reinforcement and extension lessons were administered according to
student needs.
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Lesson Design

The review of instructional research determined the essential
components of the lesson design.

The format is

a combination of ITIP

-style (Instructional Theory Into Practice developed by Madeline Hunter)
and

a model of direct instruction by Blanton, Moorman, & Wood, (1986).

Components of the Lesson Design

Obiective
A statement describing what the students will be learning.

Materials
Materials needed to teach the lesson are listed here for the teacher.

Phase I;
A.

Exploration

The student explores what they know about the strategy, orgamzes his

or her ideas, and develops an hypothesis.
B.

The teacher integrates the lesson objective with information gained

from exploring students' prior knowledge, establishes a baseline
evaluation, diagnostic checkpoints, and fine tunes the lesson.

Phase II;

Explication
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A. Anticipatory Set:

This is an activity or discussion that focuses the

students' attention on what is to be learned m the lesson, specifically
relating the new to the known.

B. Communicate Objective:

The teacher makes the skill to be learned

explicit by:
1.

Naming the skill (or strategy)

2.

Naming tasks that require strategic use of the skill

3.

Establishing why the skill (or strategy) is relevant

4.

Giving explicit instruction as to appropriate application of the skill
(or strategy)

Phase III;
A.

Translation

The student, at this point, restates the instruction given and puts it m

his or her own words.

The student

begins to take ownership of the

strategy.
B.

The teacher has the opportunity for diagnostic change and may proceed

with elaboration or return to give the student

more information.

(The translation phase may be interjected throughout the lesson to check
for understanding and adjust instruction accordingly.)

Phase IV;

Modelin1: and Practice

A.

The teacher makes how to perform the skill visible or concrete.

B.

The teacher gives the students information that will help them meet the
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objective by:

C.

1.

Demonstrating the strategy

2.

Articulating the rules

3.

Identifying cues

4.

Locating information

Guided Practice:

Students practice with teacher assistance usmg

activities directly linked to instruction.

Phase Y:

Application

A. Independent Practice:
assistance.

Phase YI:

The student practices without teacher

Opportunities to apply the skill ( or strategy) are provided.

Closure

In this phase the learning 1s clarified and the lesson tied together.

Implementation

The lessons were piloted in a self-contained third grade classroom
composed of 26 students with high, average, and low reading ability levels.
A whole book approach was used with students grouped for specific needs.
The reading strategy instruction was integrated into the basal schedule
with strategies being taught prior to the skill lessons.
)

tion and during the course of administering the lessons,

Prior to implementamodifications
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were made to the sequence of instruction.

)

CHAPTER 4
THE PROJECT: A SET OF COMPREHENSION INSTRUCTION LESSONS

Presented in this chapter are the comprehension lessons that were
developed and implemented in this study.

The following is a summary of

the comprehension strategies and skills that were taught:

Strategies
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Using Background Knowledge
Use What You Know (Reinforcement)
Organizing Prior Knowledge (Semantic Mapping)
Predicting
Predicting Outcomes (Reinforcement)
Predicting Outcomes (Extension)
Check Yourself as You Read
Ask Yourself Questions
Making Comparisons
Picture as You Read
Previewing
Special Type
QAR
QAR - Reciprocal Questioning
Sequencing
Story Grammar

Strategic Skills
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Author's Purpose
Author's Purpose (Reinforcement)
Author's Purpose (Extension)
Cause and Effect
Cause and Effect (Reinforcement)
Cause and Effect (Extension)
Drawing Conclusions
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Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

Drawing Conclusions (Reinforcement)
Drawing Conclusions (Extension)
Main Idea and Supporting Details
Details (Reinforcement)
Main Idea (Extension)
Story Elements - Character and Setting
Characterization
Setting
Goal and Outcomes
Goal and Outcomes (Reinforcement)
Goal and Outcomes (Extension)
Organizing Text - Context Clues
Organizing Text - Connecting Words
Organizing Text - Combining Sentences
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Strategy Lesson 1:

Using Background

Knowledge

obi ective
The student will recall and use pnor knowledge to improve
comprehension.

Materials
On Parade Student Text pp.42-52
Chart paper and pens
Heath Science Student Text
Paper for students

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn to use what they already know to
understand what they read. Ask them what they think is meant by the
phrase "what they already know" and how they think using what they
know can help them when they read. Monitor for students' awareness of
possessmg prior knowledge.

Phase II:

Explication

A. Anticipatory

Set

Ask if any students have been to the zoo in Washington D.C.. Then ask if
any students can imagine what that zoo is like even though they have not
been there. Ask students to guess what the zoo in D.C. may be like. Have
students explain how they can give such a good description of a place they
have never been to. Point out that even though they have not been to the
zoo in D.C., they have been to other zoos that are very similar.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students they are going to be recalling or remembering prior
knowledge to help them make sense out of what they are reading.
Explain to students that using what they already know helps with making
sense out of just about everything they read. When they do not use what
they know, things are much more difficult to figure out. Using what they
know saves time and makes reading easier. Tell students to think about
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what they know about what they are gomg to read, before they start
reading.

Phase III:

Translation

Review for students what they first said about prior knowledge. Ask
students to restate what they think using background knowledge means
and how it might be applied to reading. Monitor and adjust the lesson to
meet students' understanding.

Phase IV:

Modeline and Practice

Demonstrate a prereading activity for the basal story "Chimbuko". Think
aloud and semantically map what you know about chimpanzees. Then
read parts of the story. Show how the new information can be added to
the map and connected to the old information. Extend the map with new
ideas you think of that have been prompted by what you read. Explain for
students your thinking and reasoning.
Have students discuss what they know about zoos. Record their ideas.
Direct students to read about the zoo in "Chimbuko" and add new ideas to
the class map. Have students provide connections between new and old
ideas.

Phase V;

Application

Help students preview a chapter in the science text to determine the topic.
Have students write down what they know on the topic before they read.
Then tell them to add new information to their webs as they read.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students: "What are some questions that you might ask yourself
before you read?" (What is the selection about? What do I already know
that will help me understand this selection?)
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Strategy Lesson 2:

Use What You Know

Obiective
The learner will be aware of pnor knowledge which will facilitate
comprehension.

Materials
On Parade Student Text pp. 9-23
Heath Science Student Text pp. 177-207

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn to use what they already know to
help them understand what they read. Ask students what they think they
are going to be learning about.
Student behaviors demonstrate that some students are unaware of the
relationship between what they already know and what they are reading.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students what they know about the moon. Record student responses
and elaborate. Ask students how they know so much about the moon.
Mention possible different sources of information, including their own
observations.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that using background know ledge means thinking
about what the reading selection is going to be about and then thinking
about what the reader already knows about the topic. Tell students that
thinking about what is already known is a good strategy to use prior to
reading. Recalling existing thoughts improves comprehension by helping
to organize ideas. Point out to students that good readers will use
background knowledge to understand what they read. This is a
particularly important strategy to use when the student is going to read
about something that appears to be new.
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Phase III:

Translation

Have the students restate in their own words what background knowledge
is and how to use it. Monitor for student awareness of the relationship
between background knowledge and reading.

Phase IV:

Modelin2 and Practice

Demonstrate how to determine what the topic of a selection is by
previewing the chapter on stars in Heath Science. Think out loud about
what you already know about stars. State common knowledge or
information with which the students can identify. Read aloud from the
science text, pointing out where reading confirms ideas and where
background knowledge fills in to make sense of the reading.
Practice the strategy with students with a prereading activity for
"Commander Toad in Space". Discuss what is known about space travel and
map the ideas. Preview the story and map more ideas. Guide students as
they read to confirm or refine their prior knowledge.

Phase V:

Application

Direct students to preview their library books and to think about what
they know about the book's topic. Ask them to write down one thing they
already know about their stories before they read.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students to give an example of background knowledge. Have students
evaluate the value of thinking about background knowledge prior to
reading.
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Strategy Lesson 3:

Organizing Prior Knowledge (Semantic
Mapping)

Obiective
The learner will learn to use semantic mapping to activate prior
knowledge, expand it through discussion and integrate it with information
in the passage being read.

Materials
A large diagram of a chest of drawers
"Late Kelly" story
Blank semantic maps for students
"Little Red Riding Hood"
On Parade Student Text pp.56-67
Overhead projector

Phase

I;

Exploration

Tell the students that they are going to learn how to organize what they
know about a topic by building a map of information. Ask what students
think it means to be organized. Monitor student responses and adjust
lesson.

Phase
A.

II;

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Tell students the brief story of Kelly getting dressed to go to a movie.
Explain that Kelly cannot find a matching pair of socks.
As she opens each
drawer, she finds a jumble of many things. (Use the diagram of the chest
of drawers to illustrate the disorganized state of Kelly's drawers.) The
more anxious Kelly gets, the less she sees, and looks in all the wrong
places. Help students see the comparision between the bureau and our
minds; information is like a pair of socks we need to find and use.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that their minds are full of information. Tell them that
being able to see how information is organized may make it easier for
them to remember things. Mapping ideas on paper before reading is a
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way to organize what is already known and gives a structure into which
one can integrate new information. Anytime there is new information to
be learned, it is a good idea to map out prior knowledge. Tell students this
is especially useful with social studies and science reading.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to restate what mapping does with information. (Note:
monitor students' understanding again after modeling the strategy.)
Monitior and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Using the overhead, map out what is already known about the story "Little
Red Riding Hood". Read the story aloud and expand the map with details
noted by students. Use student ideas to label the map clusters. Eliminate
inaccurate information. Give reasons why information has been added and
deleted.
Guide students as they make a semantic map as a prereading activity for
the basal story "Lucky Stiff". Then have students complete the map with
their own ideas about family and details from reading the story.

Phase Y;

Application

Give students empty semantic map worksheets. Direct students to record
their ideas about a story of their choice, prior to their reading of that story.
Have them read and integrate new information gained from the reading.

Note:
Since mapping benefits from discussion, the activities for applying this
strategy continue more like guided practice than independent practice.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students how they might use (semantic) mappmg with science and
social studies lesson.
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Strategy Lesson 4:

Predicting

Obiective
The learner will be able to predict what will happen next m a story.

Materials
Sentence strips
Transparency chart of an expository passage
Just So Stories by Rudyard Kipling
Overhead projector

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn how to predict what may happen next
m a story. Ask students the following questions:
"What is meant by predicting (outcomes)?"
"What keeps the reader from just guessing any ending to a story?"
"What are some hints the author might use to help the reader
figure out what might happen next?"
Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

PhaseII:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Give a short description of preparing for a picnic at the beach. Have
students imagine a hot summer morning. Tell them that in the kitchen,
their parents are making peanut butter sandwiches and pouring juice in a
thermos. On a chair there is a bag with suntan lotion and towels. Their
mother has just told them to get their swimsuits on and pack a shovel and
a pail. Ask students if they can quess where they might be going or what
they might be going to do.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that another name for prediction is guessing, but that it is not
just wild guessing when a person might say the first thing that comes into
his or her mind. Explain that predicting is when the reader uses certain
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clues in a sentence, paragraph, or story to figure out what will happen
next. Frequently readers will make predictions about a story, read a page
or so, and change their minds. Then they will read some more and change
their guesses again. Point out to students that prediction is important
because it helps the reader to pay attention to what is being read and to
use that information to make guesses. Sometimes the reading book will
ask questions to help the reader to predict. Tell students that by paying
attention to details, the reader is more apt to understand and remember
what was read.

Phase III;

Translation

Have students restate in their own words what it means to predict.
Monitor responses for evidence of the students' understanding of what
prediction is, how the reader makes a prediction, and when the reader
uses predicting. Adjust the lesson accordingly.

Phase IV:

Modeline and Practicine

Display the incomplete sentence strip:
"
"It was raining so I could not
Discuss possible appropriate completions for the sentence. Point out that
"raining" and "could not" are clues that should be used to predict what will
happen. Continue with other sentence strips as needed.
Display on the overhead the transparency of the expository passage about
Ana and the camping trip. Cover the last half of the passage. Guide the
students to find clues to what will happen next as they read the passage.
Have students make predictions and their reasons for making them.
Uncover the rest of the passage. Ask students after they finish reading, if
the ending on the chart made sense. Discuss their endings and compare
them to the passage ending.

Phase V;

Application

Read to students from Just So Stories. Pick unfamiliar passages and read a
few paragraphs aloud. Have students make predictions about what they
think will happen next. Emphasize the importance of using clues in the
stories and being able to give reasons for their predictions.

Phase VI;

Closure
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Ask students how is predicting like guessing and how is predicting not
like guessing. Point out that they make predictions everyday and ask
them to think of a prediction they made that day.
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Strategy Lesson 5:

Predicting Outcomes

obi ective
The learner will go through the process of predicting an outcome to a story.

Materials
Sleeping Beauty
Overhead story map transparency
Story map worksheets
Overhead projector

Phase I:

Exploration

Remind students about the previous discussion on how to predict what will
happen next in a story. Ask students what they think is meant by
predicting outcomes. Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Use everyday examples of predicting to show students how they already
know a great deal about predicting outcomes. Ask students what they
think will happen when the bell rings at 10:30 (recess). Ask them what
will happen when it rings at 3:10 (go home). Tell them that they already
are making predictions very much like the predictions the reader makes
when reading. Ask students to describe some fairy tale characters. Ask
what they think a fairy tale witch or prince might be like.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that making a prediction means using what they know, along
with what has happened in the story to figure out what will happen next.
They are making a guess that makes sense, based on clues in the story.
Explain that having reasons for thinking the way they do is part of making
predictions. Thinking about what will happen next will make the story fun
and interesting to read. Tell students that making predictions can help
them understand what is happening m the story and will help them to
remember what they have read.
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Phase

III;

Translation

Ask the students again what is meant by predicting outcomes. Compare
their responses to previous understandings. Monitor and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Demonstrate the strategy of predicting with the story Sleeping Beauty.
Make a prediction, read, adjust your prediction, and read. Discuss your
reasons for making your predictions and for changing them. Point out to
students what they already know about fairy tales and how this can help
them to predict what will happen. Discuss how to read to find out if what
has been predicted actually happens.
Direct students to work in pairs so that they will have someone with
whome to share their reasons for predictions with. Ask students to think
about what they know about characters in fables as they read "The Tiger"
in City Spaces. Guide students to read about the characters and then stop.
Have students share with their partners some predictions about what will
happen in the story. Then have students read to see if what they
predicted would happen did.

Phase Y;

Application

Have students practice predicting with their independent reading books.
Ask students if their predictions make sense.

Phase YI;

Closure

Have students describe how they make predictions.
need to check for when they make predictions.

Ask them what they
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Strategy Lesson 6:

Predicting Outcomes (Extension)

Obiective
The learner will be able to explain his or her reason for making a
prediction.

Materials
26 Comic strips partially mounted on envelopes
Garfield comic strip and Peanuts comic strip transparencies
Overhead projector
Garfield poster

Phase I:

Exploration

Students have demonstrated on a written assessment the ability to
recogmze an appropriate prediction.
Ask students what they have learned about predicting outcomes. Monitor
student responses for an understanding of how to figure out what will
happen next and why the reader might use this strategy. Adjust the
lesson accordingly.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Display the Garfield poster. Ask students what they know about the
character Garfield. Tell students you are going to use what you know
about Garfield to predict what will happen next in a certain situation.
Display on the overhead part of the Garfield comic strip. Predict what will
happen next. Then ask students what they think will happen next. Show
the ending to the strip. Ask students which ending they liked best. Tell
students that an ending that makes sense is a good ending.

B.

Communicate Objective

Remind students that for a prediction to make sense, the reader must use
clues from the sentence, paragraph, story, or comic strip. The reader adds
these clues to what he or she already knows and predicts what will happen
next. Tell students that this is what they are going to be doing. They are
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going to do some reading, stop, and then predict what will happen next.
Tell students to look carefully for details and to think about what they
already know. Point out that predicting is a useful strategy for reading
and for writing.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to restate how to figure out what will happen next.
student understanding of the strategy and adjust the lesson.

Phase IY;

Monitor

Modelin~ and Practice

Display on the overhead the first three panels of a Peanuts comic strip.
Read aloud and point out clues that help to predict what is going to
happen. Discuss the information in the strip and what you already know
about the Peanuts characters. Predict the outcome and why you think as
you do. Display the rest of the strip.
Guide students as they practice predicting outcomes with comic strips.
Give each student a partial comic strip mounted on an envelope. The
outcome panels of the strip are inside the envelope. Have the students
read the strip and think about what they know about the character and
setting. Tell students to predict what they think will happen next. Have
them tell a partner their reasons for their predictions. Then have them
read the outcome from inside the envelope.

Phase V:

Application

As a class, write a partial story. Have each student write an ending that
makes sense based on the beginning of the story.

Phase YI:

Closure

Ask students why some predictions they make may not be what actually
happens in the story. Ask students if these predictions make sense.
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Strategy Lesson 7:

Check Yourself as You Read

Obiective
The learner will evaluate and correct their own comprehension.

Materials
On Parade Teacher's Guide pp. 143,187
On Parade Student Text pp. 143-157, 159, 160-174
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell the students they are going to learn to ask themselves, as they read, if
what they are reading makes sense to them. Explain that this is called selfchecking. Ask students what they think is meant by the phrase "selfchecking". Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Read aloud from the book that is being read to the class during daily
storytime, which in this case is Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Read a
passage that is out of sequence from the previous day's reading so that the
reading does not make sense. Read until a student points out your error.
Then ask students how they know it is not the right place. Guide students
to the response that what is being read does not make sense.
B.

Communicate Objective

Remind students that reading should always make sense. Tell students
that sometimes the reader can get mixed up and the reader needs a
strategy for figuring out what he or she does not understand. Figuring out
what does not make sense will help the reader comprehend all types of
reading materials. Compare self-checking to driving a car. Just like the
driver drives while the car is moving, the reader checks for understanding
while reading. Explain to students that as they read, they should stop from
time to time and check their understanding. If the meaning is not clear,
they should ask themselves some questions. Does what I am reading make
sense? Do I understand the selection? Would it help to read some parts
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again? Are there any words I do not understand? What do I know about
what I am reading that can help me understand this selection better? If
the meaning is clear, continue reading.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to describe self-checking in their own words and to give an
example of where this strategy would be good to use. Monitor student
responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Compare self-checking in reading with self-checking in other activities.
When dancers practice, they watch themselves in the mirror. A gymnast
will take a body check for appropriate positions. Model for students selfchecking while reading. Read aloud from "Eleanor Roosevelt", pagel43.
Stop and ask yourself if what you have just read makes sense. Tell
students that since it does you continue reading. Then read aloud the last
two paragraphs on page 143. Again check for comprehension, but this
time point out that the part about the icebox being outside is not clear.
Ask yourself about the word 'icebox'. Show how to use the story setting to
clarify the word's meaning. Explain to students that they can get meaning
from rereading but they also may find meaning from reading on.
Emphasize to students that self-checking should not stop reading
completely. Just like the dancer continues to dance, the reader continues
to read.
Guide students as they read "The Emperor's New Clothes".
them reading, thinking, checking, and reading again.

Phase V:

Practice with

Application

Encourage students to self-check as they read independently. Use the selfchecking strategy with reading in science, social studies, and math.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students what they have learned to do that will help them make sense
of what they are reading. Ask students why it would be better to check
for meaning while they are reading instead of waiting until they are
finished.
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Stratey Lesson 8:

Ask Yourself Questions

obi ective
The learner will ask questions before beginning to read and during
reading.

Materials
On Parade Teacher's Guide pp. 310, 319
On Parade Student Text pp. 262-274, 276

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn some questions that will help them to
check their understanding when reading. Ask if they have some questions
they already use when they are checking their reading. Monitor student
responses for strategy awareness and adjust the lesson.

Phase II; Explication
A.

Anticipatory Set

Compare a reader to a good detective in that a good detective asks
questions to solve a mystery. Remind students that good readers check
themselves as they read. Readers check their reading by asking
themselves questions that will help them understand what they are
reading.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students they are going to learn some questions to ask that will help
them to figure out what is important in the selection they are reading.
Explain that this is part of the self-checking strategy. The following
questions are helpful to think about before reading:
What is the selection about?
What kinds of things will the author tell about the subject?
What kind of selection will this be: entertaining, informative, or
persuasive?
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Tell students the reader reads and checks to see if his or her questions are
answered. The reader may then think of more questions.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to restate questions that will aid comprehension. Then ask
them how self-checking questions help their reading. Monitor student
responses and adjust lesson.

Phase IV:

Modelin2 and Practice

Continue with the comparison of the reader with the detective. Present
questions the detective may ask. Demonstrate asking yourself questions as
a prereading activity to the basal story "The Sounds of Dolphins". Make
some predictions based on your answers to your questions. Then read
aloud to see if your predictions are accurate. Show students how to use
self-checking to adjust your understanding of the selection.
Guide students through a prereading questioning activity for the next
section of "The Sounds of Dolphins". Help students practice the selfchecking strategy of question, read, and check as they read sections
"Sounds That Bounce" and again with "Dolphin Signals".

Phase V:

Application

Direct students to use the self-checking strategy as they read the rest of
"The Sounds of Dolphins".
Encourage students to use this strategy as they
read independently.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students if the strategy helped them to understand the story better.
Ask them if one question helped more than others or if they came up with
their own self-checking questions. If so, what were those questions?
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Strategy Lesson 9:

Making Comparisons

Obiective
The student will recognize comparative relationships

Materials
City Spaces Teacher's Guide pp. 87, 144
City Spaces Student Text pp. 78-80, 131
HBJ Spelling Student Text
Teaching chart: "Animal Homes"
Semantic grid transparency
Overhead projector
Semantic grids for students

Phase I:

Exploration

Specific students have demonstrated difficulties in recogmzmg
comparative relationships in a preassessment activity. Tell the students
they are going to be making comparisons. They are going to learn to use
charts to see how things are alike and different. Ask them what they find
out when they compare things. Monitor student responses carefully for
understanding and adjust the lesson to address student needs.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Hold up a reading text and a spelling text. Compare the books, pointing out
they are alike in many ways (both are books, have pages, have printed
words, etc.) and different in other ways (size, color, shape, subject, and the
words and pictures are different).
B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that when one says how two or more things are alike or
different, a comparison is being made. Clue words such as like, but,
different, and unlike help the reader to see how things are alike or
different. Making a chart shows how the things being compared are
related to each other. Direct students to look for clues words as they read
to help them clarify how things are alike and different. Tell them to think
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about what they already know about things when they make comparisons.
Have them to ask themselves if the selection or idea reminds them of
anything. Then tell them they can chart the comparison to clarify how
things are alike and different.

Phase III;

Translation

Have students restate what making a companson means and why would
making a chart would help. Monitor responses from those students which
have demonstrated difficulties. Compare those responses with the
responses of proficient readers in the class. Adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Read from the teaching chart about animal homes. Display the semantic
feature analysis grid. Chart ideas from the selection and compare. Mark a
plus on the grid to show similiarities and a minus to indicate differences.
Identify clue words and discuss how they help indicate comparisons. Point
out some ideas the selection has reminded you of and add these to the
chart.
Direct students to City Spaces, pp. 78-80. Guide them as they compare
Chicago and San Francisco. Discuss and help students to use their grids to
record the similiarities and differences.

Phase V:

Application

Have students complete the comparison chart in City Spaces, p. 131 which
compares the cities in the previous three stories.

Phase VI;

Closure

Remind students that making comparisons is an important strategy which
helps the reader to understand the relationship between things. Ask
students what they find out when they make comparisons.
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Strategy Lesson 10:

Picture as You Read

Obiective
The learner will visualize what 1s described m the text to aid
comprehension.

Materials
City Spaces Teacher's Guide pp. 115, 116,121
City Spaces Student Text pp. 105, 106, 113
Puyallup Fair Poster

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students they are going to be learning about how to picture m their
minds what they are reading. Ask students what they think is meant by
the phrase "picture in your mind". Monitor student responses for an
awareness of the reader's ability to create in the mind a visual
representation of descriptive words. Adjust the lesson accordingly.

Phase
A.

II;

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students to close their eyes and listen as you tell them about a place.
Describe the smells, sounds, and sights of the Puyallup Fair. At the end of
your description, ask students where they "were" and what they "saw"
there. Show the poster of the fair and ask the class to compare the
pictures in their minds with the poster.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that the words on the page put pictures in the reader's
mind. The mind then uses the pictures to understand and remenber what
has been read. Sometimes the words on the page do not tell everything.
Tell students that being able to create a picture in one's mind can fill in the
story. Picturing can even help the student understand what a science,
social studies, or math text is saying. Picturing is a good strategy to use to
make sense of the text and help the reader remember. As the reader
reads, he or she should make a picture of what is being said.
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Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to restate what picturing m the mind 1s.
responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Monitor student

Modeline and Practice

Read from City Spaces, p. 105, "Boston Then and Now". Pause to point out
the picture in your mind that you are creating from the author's
description. Add to the description of the North End neighborhood, how
stores selling bread, pizza, and other Italian food might smell and sound.
Have students pretend they are riding on a flying carpet above San
Antonio. Read the description "San Antonio Then and Now", p. 106. Ask
students what they see as they look down.

Phase V:

Application

Direct students to picture as they read the selection "Two Great Cities".
Encourage students to visualize during independent reading.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students if picturing helped them get an idea of what Boston and San
Antonio are like. Ask students if there was anything they could not
1magme. If so, discuss why this might occur.
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Strategy Lesson 11:

Previewing

Obiective
The learner will be able to use previewing to get an idea of what the
selection is about.

Materials
On Parade Teacher's Guide pp. 253, 262-271
On Parade Student Text pp. 218, 219-232, 243-256
Tic Tac Toe transparency
Overhead projector

Phase

I:

Exploration

Tell the students they are going to learn how to preview a reading
selection to get an idea of what the selection is about. Ask students to tell
what is meant by previewing. Monitor student responses and adjust the
lesson.

Phase
A.

II:

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Show the Tic Tac Toe game transparency on the overhead projector.
Explain to students that it is your turn, but before you make your move, a
good strategy would be to look to see where your opponent has moved and
where he could move if you make certain choices. Tell students that you
are "looking ahead" to plan your move carefully.
B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that looking ahead is called prev1ewmg and it is a good
way to get helpful information, even before actually reading. To preview,
flip through the pages of the selection quickly. Read the title and any
headings that are used. Look at the pictures. Tell students that looking
ahead this way will give them an idea of what the selection is about before
they read it. It is a strategy that is especially helpful with nonfiction or
factual materials.

Phase III:

Translation
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Have students explain what they think previewing is now and when they
should preview an article. Check for student understanding and adjust the
lesson appropriately.

Phase IV:

Modeline and Practice

Demonstrate previewing with "Animation" from City Spaces. Have
students follow in their texts as you flip through the selection, noting the
title, headings, and pictures. Ask yourself the following questions:
What is the selection about?
What do the pictures show?
What might I learn from this selection?
Use these questions to show students how you have an idea about what
the selection is about even before you read it.
Guide students as they preview a chapter in Communities Large and Small,
the social studies text. Direct their attention to the title, the headings and
the pictures. Point out how the text summarizes this information on the
first page of each chapter to guide their previewing.

Phase V:

Application

Have students preview "The Mystery of Disease" in On Parade. Ask them
to state in a sentence what they think this article will be about.
Continue to practice previewing with content area reading.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students to demonstrate previewing a selection.
they looking for when they preview.

Ask them what are
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Strategy Lesson 12:

Special Type

Obiective
The learner will use textual clues to aid comprehension.
The learner will identify special type as a textual clue.

Materials
City Spaces Teacher's Guide p. 52
City Spaces Student Text p. 58
Communities Large and Small Student Text pp. 112-119
Magazines

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn about special type and how to use it
as a clue to help them understand what they are reading. Ask students
what they think is meant by the phrase "special type". Monitor student
responses for an awareness of different kinds of type faces. Adjust the
lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Direct the students attention to the illustrations of different kinds of type
on page 58 in City Spaces, Ask students to describe what meaning has
been added to the words by usmg the special type.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that watching for special type can give readers clues.
Tell students to stop when they see words in different type and ask
themselves "Why is this word in special type? Does the special type give
the word or passage a special meaning?" Point out that this is especially
true when reading in nonfiction texts where a word in darker type may
signal that it is a new word. Readers need to check if they understand
what the new words mean. These meanings may be important to making
sense of the passage.
Special type has special meaning even in fictional
works. Point out to students the italic print in the next story, the play "The
Two Kings".
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Explain to students the words m italics here mean they are about the play
but not part of it.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to restate what is meant by "watching for special type". Have
them explain how noticing special type might help them understand what
they are reading. Monitor student responses for an understanding of what
different type means. Adjust the lesson.

Phase IV:

Modelin~ and Practice

Demonstrate for students recognizing special type while prev1ewmg pages
112-119 in the social studies text. Identify special type, self question for
meaning, and use the special type as a clue to meaning. Point out to
students that the darker print in the text not only indicates a new word, it
means the definition to the word is found in the content of the passage m
this particular text. Also show how it is difficult to understand the
meaning of the passage without acknowledging the word in darker.
Guide students as they look for bold faced words in the social studies text.
Have students identify the darker print words and then look for their
meanmgs in the text. Show students how they are asked about these
words in the chapter review of the text, indicating that these words
represent important ideas or concepts.

Phase V:

Application

Have students look for words in special type in fictional and nonfictional
materials such as magazines. Direct them to note words in special type and
analyze whether or not the special type aids comprehension.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students why they should watch for special type.
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Strategy Lesson 13:

QAR

obi ective
The learner will identify different sources of information necessary to
answer questions.

Materials
QAR Poster
26 Copies of a social studies text passage
1 Transparency of this passage
Overhead projector
27 Green pens

Phase I:

Exploration

A previous exploration activity has indicated some students are not aware
that different questions may require different sources of information.
Tell the students they are going to learn to identify different sources of
information. Ask them what they think they may be doing.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Write the following questions on the board:
How old are you?
How old is the president?
How old was George Washington when he became president?
Ask students to think about where they might find the answers to these
questions. Point out to the students that the first answer may be found in
their heads, they might ask someone to answer the next, and the last
answer would be found in a book.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that sometimes the information they need to answer a
question is already in their heads. Sometimes they must look in a book to
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find the answer to a question. Tell students that it is important to know
where to look for the right information needed to answer a question.
When answering questions, the first thing the reader should do is identify
the type of question it is and the appropriate source of information. The
sources of information are "In Your Head". "In the Book", and combinations
of these sources such as "Think and Search" and "Author and You". Direct
students to read the question, identify the source, go to the source, find the
answer, go back to the question, and check to see is the answer makes
sense.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to restate what it means to identify sources of information.
Ask if they can name the different sources. Monitor student responses and
adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin~ apd Practice

Read a question from the social studies text and attempt to answer the
question with information from your head. When you find you have
insufficient information in your head, identify the question as an "In the
Book" question. Read from the social studies passage displayed on the
overhead transparency. Find the answer to the question and point out that
the information is "Right There". Highlight the answer with a green
marker. Reread the question and discuss if the information you found
answers the question and makes sense.
Give each student a copy of the social studies passage and a green pen.
Guide students as they analyze the next text question as to its source. Help
students identify the question as an "In the Book" question. Direct
students to find the information in the passage and to highlight the answer
m green. Have students reread the question to check if their information
answers the question.

Phase Y;

Application

Give students two more questions to identify, an "In the Book" question
and one "In Your Head" question.
Monitor their ability to differentiate
between the two and adjust additional practice appropriately.
Continue to assist students as they identify types of questions found in
reading, social studies, science, and math materials. Encourage students to
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use this strategy across the curriculum.

Phase YI;

Closure

Ask students why understanding where to find appropriate information 1s
an important study strategy. Ask them to name two sources of
information.
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Strategy Lesson 14:

QAR - Reciprocal Questioning

Obiective
The students will create different kinds of questions.

Materials
Heath Science student text pp. 177-207
Transparency of p. 187 of the science text
Overhead projector
City Spaces student text pp. 228-233
QAR Poster

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students they will be creating questions that require different sources
of information to answer. Ask students what sources of information they
are aware of. Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students if they have ever wondered why they were asked certain
questions about a story? Have they ever felt they could have asked a
better question?

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell the students they are going to get the opportunity to create their own
questions and find out why certain questions are asked. Explain to them
that they are going to use their understanding of sources of information to
create "In the Book" and "In Your Head" questions. They will read a
selection and decide what they feel is important. Then they will create
four questions based on what they feel is important to understanding the
text.
Two questions will have answers found "In the Book" and two
questions will need background knowledge to be answered appropriately.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to tell you what they think they will be doing.

Monitor their
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responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV:

Modeline and Practice

Read aloud from the science text. Comment on what you feel is important
to understanding the text. Write down the information and highlight it on
the transparency copy of the passage. Create an "In the Book" question
and an "In Your Head" question. Label them as to the type of information
source and give your reasons for identifying them so. Answer the
questions you have created and double check the information source.
Guide students as they continue reading in the science text. Discuss what
is important to understanding the selection. Assist students as they create
and categorize four questions. Discuss their reasonings.

Phase V:

Application

Assign students to work in pairs. Have each pair read in City Spaces "High
Road to Space". Tell them to take turns asking each other questions. Have
each pair record their best "In the Book" question and their best "In Your
Head" question to share with the class.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students if creating their own questions helped them to understand
why some questions in the text were asked. Ask students when it might
be important to identify sources of information and kinds of questions.
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Strategy Lesson 15:

Sequencing

obi ective
The learner will demonstrate an understanding of the sequence of events
by putting the story events in order.
The learner will identify clue words that signal the order of events.

Materials
Transparency teaching charts
Overhead projector
26 Comic strips cut up, panels numbered on the back
Events of "The Tortoise and the Hare" on sentence strips

Phase I:

Exploration

In prior assessment, students have demonstrated the ability to recognize
the sequence of events. Monitor now for the students ability to recall the
order of events and use signal words. Tell students they will be learning
about the sequence of events. Ask students what they think is meant by
sequencmg. Have them tell what they know about the order of events in a
story.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Retell the story of the tortoise and the hare with all the events turned
around. Ask students if the story made any sense your way. Display the
events on sentence strips in the order that you have told the story. Have
students help you put the events back in order. Ask if the story makes
sense now.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that keeping track of the order in which things happen will
help them to understand what is happening in their reading. When
figuring out the order of things, readers should think about what they
have read and ask themselves if it makes sense. Frequently there are clue
words that let the reader know when things have happened. Words like
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first, next, before, after, then, finally, and last. Ask students to think of
things they do daily where it is important to do them in order. Point out
that sequencing is important to reading, following directions, even doing
school work.

Phase

III;

Translation

Ask students to restate what it means to
name some clue words which indicate the
student responses, paying close attention
demonstrated difficulty with sequencing.

Phase IV;

sequence events. Have students
order of events. Monitor
to those students that have
Adjust the lesson accordingly.

Modelim: and Practice

Read aloud from the teaching chart. Discuss if the sequence of events
makes sense and identify clue words which help you to understand the
order. Summarize the selection, using the clue words to tell about the
order of events.
Display a comic strip on a transparency. Read aloud and have students
identify the sequence of events. As students summarize the story of the
strip, write words such as first, then, next, and finally between panels to
show how these words link the story events together and indicate order.

Phase V;

Application

Give students cut up comic strips and direct them to put them in order.
Have them check themselves with the numbers on the back of the strip.
Ask students to summarize the order of events. Point out how signal
words help describe the story sequence.

Phase VI:

Closure

Tell students that when they are reading on their own it is important to
understand the order of events. Ask students to name clue words that tell
when things happen. Ask students what a reader can do if there are no
clue words.
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Strategy Lesson 16:

Story Grammar

Obiective
The learner will learn to use a story map to facilitate understanding.

Materials
"The Bremen Town Musicians" story and charted map
52 Blank maps (2 for each students)
On Parade student text pp. 160-174

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students that they are going to learn how to use a story map. Ask
them to think about other (semantic) mapping the class has done. Ask
them what do they think a story map is. Monitor student responses for an
awareness that mapping organizes ideas and shows relationships. Adjust
the lesson.

Phase
A.

II;

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students what they remember about mapping prior knowledge.
Review how mapping organizes information and shows relationships
between ideas. Emphasize that there is a difference between (semantic)
mapping which is done before reading and story mapping which is done
after reading.
B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that a story map 1s a chart that shows how each part of
the story is connected to the next. This map can be used when the reader
wants to understand how all the parts of the story are related and how
each part of the story leads to the outcome. The story map provides a
visual representation of how the story fits together. If a reader can map a
story, he or she has probably understood the story. Tell students that
story maps depend on the reader and two maps on the same story may
look different. Explain that maps are correct if the selected problem, goal,
and resolution are interrelated and the events are in sequence. Tell
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students that a story map works best with fictional stories.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to describe in their own words what a story map 1s.
student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Monitor

Modelim: and Practice

Demonstrate for the class, making a story map for "The Bremen Town
Musicians" after reading it aloud. First, discuss the map headings and how
to fill in the information. Then fill in the map as questions are answered,
rereading parts of the story as necessary. After the map has been
completed, show students how all the parts of the story map are related,
just like the parts of the story are related.
Give each student a partially completed map for "Goldilocks and the Three
Bears". Discuss with students what they remember of the story. Record
the sequence of events together.

Phase V;

Application

Give students story maps to complete after reading "The Emperor's New
Clothes" in On Parade. Have students read, complete the maps, and share
their maps with a partner.

Phase VI;

Closure

Tell students that story mapping is a strategy for visually orgamzmg story
parts. Ask students what the story map shows. (Story mapping shows how
important parts of the story like character, setting, sequence of events,
goal, and outcome relate to each other and to the story.)
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Strategic Skill Lesson 17:

Author's Purpose

Obiective
The learner will recognize the author's purpose.

Materials
"Weekly Reader"
A comic strip
An advertisement
On Parade teacher's guide p. 153
On Parade student text pp. 128-130

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn about the author's purpose. Ask them
what they think the phrase "author's purpose" means. Monitor students'
understand-ing of purpose and adjust the lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Remind students about Arthur, in the story "Arthur's Thanksgiving".
Discuss Arthur trying to persuade his friends to play the part of the
turkey. Explain that Arthur says certain things to his friends for a reason
Compare Arthur to an author. Just like Arthur has a reason for what he
says, the author has reasons for what he or she writes.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that authors have different reasons for writing and these
reasons are called purposes. Recognizing the author's reason or purpose
for writing can help the reader understand what is being read. The author
may be writing to entertain, to inform, or to persuade the reader. Explain
to students that when the author wants to give the reader enjoyment, that
is called writing to entertain. When the author wants to get the reader to
think a certain way or do something, that is called writing to persuade.
This is the type of writing that goes into a commercial or an advertisement
in a magazine. When the author wants to tell the reader something, this is
writing to inform. This is the kind of writing found in textbooks,
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encyclopedias, and parts of newspapers. Tell students to think about why
the author may have written the selection when they are reading.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to describe how they would look for the author's purpose.
Have them restate three reasons for writing. Monitor student responses
and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Read aloud from the current "Weekly Reader". Ask yourself why the
author may have written the article. Decide that the article was written to
inform and give your reasons for thinking so. Next read aloud the comic
strip. Again use self-questioning to determine the strip was written to
entertain. Then read aloud an advertisement and determine it is written
to persuade the reader. Finally, read an editorial that has multiple
purposes for being written. Point out how the writing persuades, informs,
and entertains.
Guide students as they read the letter from camp in On Parade on page
129. Have them think of reasons the author may have written the letter.
Tell them to look for examples of these reasons in the writing. Ask
students to write down one of these examples and label it either to
persuade, to inform, or to entertain.

Phase Y;

Application

Have students read the article on clowns on page 130 and determine the
author's purposes for writing. Have students answer the text questions
concernmg author's purpose.

Phase YI;

Closure

Ask students why, when they are reading, they should keep in mind the
author's purpose for writing. Have students think of three purposes the
author has for writing and ask them to name one of these purposes.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 18:

Author's Purpose (Reinforcement)

Objective
The learner will recogmze the author's purpose when reading a selection
written to persuade.

Materials
Multiple advertisements
Magazines/Newspapers

Phase I;

Exploration

A prior assessment activity indicates some students are having difficulty
recogmzmg persuasive wntmg. Tell students they are going to be learning
about how an author writes to persuade. Ask students what they think
the phrase "writing to persuade" means. Monitor student responses and
adjust the lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Read aloud an advertisement. Tell students how the advertisement makes
you feel like buying an item even though you do not need it and may not
even want it.
B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that when an author is trying to get reader to do
something or trying to change the reader's mind, the author is writing to
persuade. The author can describe things in a certain way to convince the
reader to think a certain way. The author may not tell everything or just
tell only that information that supports what the author is saying. Readers
need to be 'smart readers' and be able to tell when an author is writing to
persuade. Tell students to ask themselves when they start to read, if the
author is trying to get them to think a different way or to do something.
They can look for clue words that show opinion. They can compare what
they already know about a topic with what the author has written. Then
the students can decide for themselves what they think.
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Phase III:

Translation

Ask students why the reader needs to be aware of the author's purpose.
Monitor student responses and check for an understanding of author's
purpose. Adjust the lesson appropriately.

Phase IV:

Modelin2 and Practice

Read aloud short passages from advertisements. Ask yourself aloud "What
is the author trying to get me to do?" Look for clues such as who
sponsored the advertisement and words that sound informative but really
represent opm10n. Point out that persuasion is not wrong, but that the
reader will understand the message better knowing why it was written.
As an example, read an advertisement for not smoking.
Look through magazines with students and discuss advertisements they
find. Determine what the advertisements want the readers to do. Help
students figure out who is sponsoring the advertisement. Discuss how the
advertisements persuade people.

Phase V:

Application

Ask students to write down an advertisement they have heard or read and
restate what the author is trying to get them to do or think about.

Phase VI:

Closure

Remind students that an article may be written for a number of reasons
such as to entertain, to inform, and to persuade. Ask students what is the
author trying to do when writing to persuade. (The author wants to get the
reader to think a certain way or to do something.) Ask why the reader
needs to be able to recognize the author's purpose. (Recognizing this will
give the reader a clearer understanding of what is being read.)
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Strategic Skill Lesson 19:

Author's Purpose (Extension)

Objective
The learner will identify techniques the author uses to persuade the
reader.

Materials
Story frame transparency charts
Overhead projector
Charlotte's Web
Tale of Peter Rabbit
Two descriptive paragraphs
Picture

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn about how the author persuades m his
or her writing. Ask students what is meant by persuasion. Monitor
student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Read two descriptions of the same picture of a foggy day. One gives the
feeling of a boring day while the other of a mysterious, intriguing time.
Show students the picture of the setting and compare the two descriptions.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that the author uses different words to describe things
to persuade the reader to think a certain way. Two words may mean
about the same but convey different feelings or moods. Example:
The fog hung gray and dull over the gray water.
The silver mist rose ghostlike at the water's edge.
Tell students that picturing while reading will help the reader see what the
author is saying. Readers can ask themselves what they know about a
story element such as a character. How has the author described the
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character? What words did the author use? Is the author trying to make
the reader like or dislike the character? How does this character relate to
the rest of the story? These questions should help the reader make sense
of what is being read.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to describe ways or techniques the author uses to persuade
the reader to think a certain way? Monitor student responses and adjust
the lesson.

Phase IV:

Modelin2 and Practice

Use a story frame chart to analyze a description of Templeton from
Charlotte's Web. Record descriptions of Templeton that support the reader
disliking him. Also discuss how other characters react to Templeton.
Summarize what you have read and point out that your feelings are your
opm10ns. Tell students that other readers may have different views about
Templeton.
Read with students The Tale of Peter Rabbit. Help students to use the
frame paragraph when describing Peter. Compare words that are used
with words that might have been used. Help students to understand how
different words convey different feelings.

Phase V:

Application

Have students pick out the character they liked the best and the character
they liked the least from their independent reading. Tell them the write
down passages that describe these characters. Ask them to state why they
feel the way they do about these characters.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students how authors persuade readers in their writings. Ask them
how knowing about the author's techniques can help them in their reading.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 20:

Cause and Effect

Obiective
The learner will recogmze cause and effect relationships.

Materials
Teaching chart transparency
Overhead projector
Houghton Mifflin English student text pp. 364-365

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students they are going to be learning about cause and effect
relationships. Ask what they think is meant by the phrase "cause and
effect relationships". Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Act out being angry by slamming the door and stomping into the room.
Ask students to describe what has just happened. Ask why you might be
angry. Act out being in a hurry. Ask students to tell what is happening
and why someone might be in a hurry.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that knowing what happens and why things happen helps the
reader understand what is being read. Explain to students that as they
read they can ask themselves what is happening. There are clue words
such as since, so, and because, that can help them figure out what is going
on and why. If there are no clue words, they can try to figure out if one
thing happens because of something else. Tell students that what happens
in the story is called the effect and why it happens is called the cause.
Understanding cause and effect relationships helps the reader make sense
of the story.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to describe how they figure out why something happens in a
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story.

Check students understanding and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modeline and Practice

Read aloud, from the teaching chart, the passage about Bob baking bread.
Demonstrate using self-questioning to find out what is happening. Identify
clue words. Explain how you figure out that one thing happened because
of another thing when there are no clue words. Review your reasoning.
Point out for students that you are checking to see if your reasoning makes
sense and that the cause and effect relationships are logical.
Guide students as they read "The Ant and the Dove" in the Houghton
Mifflin English text. Help them figure out what happens and why.

Phase V;

Application

Have students look for cause and effect relationships in their independent
reading. Ask them to write a sentence stating a cause and effect
relationship they have identified in their story.

Phase VI;

Closure

Have students think about how cause and effect relationships relate to the
story. Ask students to tell how they figure out what is happening and why
it is happening in a story.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 21:

Cause and Effect (Reinforcement)

Objective
The learner will recogmze cause and effect relationships.

Materials
On Parade workbook page transparency
Overhead projector
Houghton Mifflin English student text pp. 362-363
On Parade student text p.28

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn about figuring out what happens and
why things happen. Ask students what they remember about the terms
cause and effect from a previous lesson. Monitor student responses and
check for an understanding of the relationship between cause and effect.
Adjust the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Play a game with students called "Tell Me Why". In this game the teacher
and students take turns describing something that has happened and then
trying to guess why. For example:
"I ate breakfast this morning, but I do not know why."
"I put my coat on when the bell rang, but I do not know why."
"I got an A on my spelling test, but I do not know why."
Any cause that makes sense is acceptable. When a student gives a logical
cause, that student must then come up with a statement of something that
has happened. The other students must guess the cause.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that what happens in a story and why these things
happen are very important to understanding the story. Figuring out what
happens and why in a story is a lot like figuring what is happening and
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why in real life. Point out that students do it every day. They know why
they brush their teeth or why they eat lunch. There are reasons for these
things happening. Tell students that sometimes it is even easier to find the
reasons for things happening in stories because there are clue words like
so and because.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students why it is important to know what happens and why. Have
them name two clue words to look for. Monitor student responses and
adjust the lesson.

Phase IV:

Modelia2 and Practice

Read aloud the short passage on the transparency chart. Demonstrate
using self-questioning to figure out what is happening. Ask yourself what
happened and why did it happen. Identify a cause, but one that is
incorrect.
Check for a logical relationship between what you have figured
out is happening, the effect, and the cause you identified. Point out that
since there is no logical relationship, the cause and effect relationship you
have identified does not make sense. Then select the correct cause. Check
again to show students that this relationship makes sense.
Guide students as they read "The Grasshopper" in the Houghton Mifflin
English text. Help students identify what is happening and why it is
happening. Have students state this cause and effect relationship in a
sentence. Encourage them to use a clue word such as because, since, or so.

Phase

V:

Application

Have students read page 28 m On Parade. Tell them to read the paragraph
about why people began to wear clothes. Direct them to answer the
questions in the text.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students to think of something that might happen m real life and then
to come up with why it would happen.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 22:

Cause and Effect (Extension)

obi ective
The learner will understand cause and effect relationships.

Materials
On Parade teacher's guide pp. 21,28
On Parade student text pp. 29-39

Phase I;

Exploration

Students have demonstrated their ability to recognize cause and effect
relationships. Instruction now focuses on developing their understanding
of these relationships. Tell students they are going to be figuring out what
happens and why it happens. Ask students why this might be important
to them when they are reading. Monitor student responses and adjust the
lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Discuss growing plants from seeds with students. Describe the steps one
went through, what the seeds needed, and then the final result, plants.
Explain that the seeds grew into plants because they got what they needed.
Just as there are reasons things happen in a garden, there are reasons
things happen in a story.

B.

Communicate Objective

Review for students the importance of figuring out cause and effect
relationships to understanding what they read. Remind them that
sometimes there are clue words like since, so, or because to help readers
figure out what is happening and why. If there are no clue words, readers
can ask themselves "What happened? Why did it happen? Did one thing
cause another thing to happen?" Tell students that the answers to these
questions clarify the story. Remind students that what happens in the
story is called the effect. Why the thing happens is called the cause. What
and why are related to each other and called a cause and effect
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relationship.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to give examples of a cause and effect relationship.
student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Monitor

Modelim: and Practice

Read a passage about a boy's typical morning. Model for students how to
figure out what is happening. Identify clue words and the reasons why
things are happening. Point out that there may be more than one reason
for what is happening. Discuss the reasons.
Have students read a passage (page 29) from "The Legend of Bluebonnet".
Direct them to figure out what is happening and then why. Have them
locate clue words. Ask students why the Comanche people were suffering.
Monitor students' reasoning. Have students read page 30 and tell why the
doll was so special to She-Who-Is-Alone.

Phase V;

Application

Tell students to continue to think about cause and effect relationships as
they read the rest of "The Legend of Bluebonnet". Direct students to read
to find out what a girl does that causes something else to happen.

Phase VI:

Closure

Discuss with students their findings after reading "The Legend of
Bluebonnet". Ask them when would it be important to know what
happened in a story and why it happened.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 23:

Drawing Conclusions

obi ective
The learner will demonstrate an understanding of drawing a conclusion.

Materials
Teaching chart transparency
Overhead projector
City Spaces student text p. 40
On Parade teacher's guide p. 105-106

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students they are going to be learning about making decisions called
conclusions. Ask students what they think a conclusion is. Monitor
student responses and adjust lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Tell students you are going to act out something that they do everyday.
Have students tell you where you are and what you are doing. Pantomine
a lunchroom routine typical in the school such as acting out handing lunch
money to the monitor, getting a tray of food, carrying the tray to a table,
sitting down, and eating the food. Point out to students that the actions
helped them decide what was happening.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that when they read, it is important to think about the
facts that are given and to try to decide what information is missing. They
should decide which facts in the selection could help them figure out the
missing information. Direct students to use common sense and what they
already know to find something that may not be stated. Tell them to get a
picture in their minds of what is going on in the story. Explain that we
draw conclusions everyday, but that they need to ask themselves if their
conclusions make sense. Conclusions should be backed up with good
reasons. In reading, students can support conclusions and reasons with
information from the selection.
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Phase III:

Translation

Have students tell in their own words how to draw a conclusion.
student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV:

Monitor

Modeline and Practice

Read from the teaching chart about Kay. Point out the stated information.
Discuss what you know that is not stated. Describe the picture of a rainy
day that you imagined. Draw the conclusion that it is going to rain and
support it with your reasons.
Direct students to read from the chart about Dave. Guide them through
finding stated information and using what they know to come to the
conclusion that Dave is at the circus. Ask students if their conclusion
makes sense.

Phase V:

Application

Ask students what conclusions they drew about Geraldine in the story
"Just the Thing for Geraldine". Have them reread page 40 in City Spaces to
find reasons to support their conclusions.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students what information they use to help them to come to a
conclusion. Remind them to use both the information in what they read
and what they already know.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 24:

Drawing Conclusions (Reinforcement)

Obi ective
The learner will be able to draw a conclusion using information from what
he reads and what he already knows.

Materials
Teaching chart transparency
Picture
Student skillsheets

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to be learning about drawing conclusions.
what they think is meant by 'drawing conclusions'. Monitor student
responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Ask

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Show students a picture of children watching something scary. Ask
students what the children are doing, how the children feel, and what clues
m the picture helped them to know.
B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that in stories some things are not always said in
words. Just like they found clues in the picture, they have to figure things
out in the story by looking for clues as they read. Finding the right clues
will help them figure things out on their own. Clues may be descriptions of
the characters, where the characters are, or what the characters are doing.
Tell students to read descriptions carefully in a selection to find the clues
that can help. Then they can add these clues to what they already know to
draw an accurate conclusion.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students what kind of clues they are going to be looking for and what
should these clues help them do. Monitor students responses and adjust
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the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Read aloud the following passage:
One cold and windy morning, John looked out his bedroom window.
The ground was white. John saw his friends sliding down hills and making
snow figures .
John ran down the stairs with a big smile on his face. He put on his
coat and hat. He also put on his mittens. Then he ran outside to join his
friends.
Ask yourself and answer aloud the following questions:
What time of year does this story take place? (winter)
What clues in the story help you know? (cold and windy; ground
is white; children are outside making snow figures and sliding
down hills)
Give your reasons for each answer. Point out using information in the
selection and where background knowledge is needed. Show how your
answer or conclusions make sense.
Have students read the charted story about Suzy's pencil. Ask them who is
writing the story (Suzy's pencil) and what clues in the story helped them
figure it out. Discuss their reasons for their responses.

Phase V:

Application

Have students practice this skill independently with a skill sheet.
them to add what they know to the clues they find in the story.

Phase VI;

Remind

Closure

Ask students if things are always said in words in stories. Have students
describe how they draw conclusions when they are reading.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 25:

Drawing Conclusions (Extension)

Objective
The learner will demonstrate an understanding of drawing a conclusion by
analyzing an inaccurate conclusion.

Materials
Where the Sidewalk Ends, pp. 58-59
26 copies of text passages with stated conclusions
Amelia Bedelia

Phase I;

Exploration

A prior assessment indicates some students have difficulty using unstated
information to answer why questions. Tell students they are going to be
learning about drawing conclusions. Ask them what they remember from
the prev10us lesson about this topic. Monitor their responses and adjust
the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Read to students Shel Silverstein's poem "Sick". Discuss Peggy Ann McKay
and how she has come to the wrong conclusion.

B.

Communicate Objective

Remind students that a conclusion is a decision that they reach after
thinking about some facts. They use the facts and what they already know
or common sense to help them decide on a conclusion. Explain to students
that conclusions need to make sense. When they do not students can find
out why by looking back into the story and check the stated information.
Tell students to use this information to figure out what is missing. They
can create a picture in their minds of what is going on. Then they can
match the picture to the conclusion and change their decision if necessary.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to state in their own words what a conclusion 1s and what 1s
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it based on.

Monitor students responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelim~ apd Practice

Read aloud a short passage and an inaccurate conclusion. Point out that
the conclusion does not make sense. Go back into the passage to find
stated information. Determine missing information and draw from
background knowledge to complete the picture. Then restate a conclusion.
Check to see if this conclusion makes sense using stated information to
support the idea.
Give students copies of a short passage with a stated conclusion that is
incorrect. After the students read the passage and conclusion, ask them if
the conclusion makes sense. Help them identify stated information, add
what they already know, and edit the conclusion. Have them check if their
new conclusion makes sense.

Phase V:

Application

Read aloud to students Amelia Bedelia.
conclusions Amelia comes to.

Phase VI:

Ask students to list the inaccurate

Closure

Ask students if their conclusions need to make sense.
why.

Have them explain
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Strategic Skill Lesson 26:

Main Idea & Supporting Details

Obiective
The learner will be able to identify the stated main idea of a paragraph
and details that support the main idea.

Materials
City Spaces teaching chart #72
Semantic map transparency
Overhead projector
26 copies of page 111 in Communities Large and Small social studies text
Green pens

Phase I:

Exploration

Prior to this lesson, it has been determined that students have received
instruction concerning main idea and supporting details. They
demonstrate a knowledge of what details are but little awareness of how
to determine main idea from supporting details. A reading exercise was
used as a pretest for this lesson.
Tell students they are going to be learning about mam idea and details.
Ask students what they think this means. Monitor responses and check
for accessing any prior knowledge. Adjust the lesson.

Phase
A.

II:

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students what is meant by the question "What's
the discussion towards the question refering to the
all inclusive idea. Explain to students that knowing
when they read can help them make sense of what

B.

the big idea?". Guide
most important idea or
what the big idea is
they read.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that the reader can find the main idea by looking at all the
details in a paragraph and deciding which is the most important. Explain
to students that this is an appropriate time to ask themselves questions
such as do they know what the most important idea is and did they find
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details that support this idea. Self-questioning can help them figure out
what the author is saying. They can check their understanding of what
they have read and see if it makes sense.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to restate the strategy for determining a main idea. Compare
students' first ideas about the skill with their ideas now. Monitor student
clarification and adjust the lesson appropriately.

Phase IV:

Modelin2 and Practice

Read the selection about swimming safety rules on the teaching chart.
Identify details and chart them on a semantic map. Look for important
words that are repeated in most sentences and identify them as the topic
(safety rules). Read a sentence that you think is most important and give
your reasons for why you think so. Explain why the other sentences are
not as important.
Give students copies of the social studies text and green felt pens. Help
students locate and highlight details in the second paragraph. Have them
pick out the most important idea and give reasons for their choices.

Phase V:

Application

Give students copies of a blank semantic map. Remind them how you
charted the details from your reading to help you determine the most
important idea. Explain that they are going to continue reading in their
social studies texts and are going to be looking for the main ideas in their
reading. Since they cannot mark in their texts with green markers, the
maps will help them to organize the information they find and determine
the most important ideas.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students why readers should figure out the mam idea when they are
reading .
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Strategic Skill Lesson 27:

Details (Reinforcement)

Obiective
The learner will recognize details and be aware of their relationship to the
main idea.

Materials
Fable poster
City Spaces student text pp. 297, 308
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

Phase I;

Exploration

Prior assessment indicates students are able to recognize details but do not
connect details with the main idea. Tell students they are going to be
learning about main idea and details. Ask them what they remember
about either details or main idea. Monitor students responses and adjust
the lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Display the fable poster for 30 seconds. Take it away and ask students to
name some things they remember. Write down what students say.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that bits of information or details communicate
important ideas to them. Point out that even after the picture is taken
away they can still figure out what the poster was about by remembering
the details. When they read, they can figure out what the author is saying
by recognizing and recalling details. Details lead up to a big point and they
can help readers picture what is being said. Tell students that whether
they are reading social studies, science or just reading for pleasure, details
will help them figure out the main idea.

Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to restate the relationship between details and the main idea.
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Check for an understanding of what details are and what the mam idea 1s.
Adjust the lesson accordingly.

Phase IV;

Modelin1: and Practice

Read aloud a passage from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Pick out and
chart details. Think out loud about the details and forming a picture of
what is going on. Point out that you use what you already know to fill in
the picture. Summarize in a sentence, incorporating the details, and label
it the main idea.
Ask students to read the second paragraph on page 297 in City Spaces.
Discuss with students the details and what is happening. Ask students to
form a picture in their minds. Have them determine the most important
idea from the details. Discuss with students why they think this is the
most important idea.

Phase V;

Application

Direct students to read the middle paragraph on page 308 in City Spaces.
Have students identify stated details and to summarize these details.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students why details are important to a story. Have them explain how
they can use details to figure out what is going on in the story.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 28:

Main Idea (Extension)

obi ective
The learner will create a main idea sentence, that is not stated m a
paragraph, and use details to support their sentence.

Materials
Ingredients for a cake
On Parade student text pp. 77, 81
Paragraph diagram
Teaching chart transparency
Overhead projector

Phase I:

Exploration

Draw from students what they know about the mam idea when it is stated.
Ask if it is always found at the beginning of a paragraph. Ask students if
the idea can be there even if it is not stated. Monitor responses and adjust
the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Display the ingredients for a cake. Ask students what they are. Then ask
what they make all together. Tell students that because some of them
know that certain ingredients make a cake, they are able to guess that is
what it is. Show students that ingredients are like details and the cake is
like the main idea sentence.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students they are going to be creating main idea sentences from what
they read. They are going to take what they know, add details from the
story, and creat a sentence that tells about what they have just read.
Explain to students that before they have been looking for the most
important sentence in the paragraph. Point out that sometimes there is no
sentence that tells about the whole paragraph. Frequently, the most
important or general statement is not stated. The reader must be able to
determine what the main idea is from the details given.
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Phase

III;

Translation

Ask students to describe the way they identify main ideas. Have them
compare their reasoning to yours as you go through the process of
identifying a main idea. Adjust the lesson to meet student needs.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Display the charted paragraph. Read it aloud and identify details. Look for
a stated main idea, which is not there. Use a diagram to chart the details.
Take time to use the details to form a mental picture. Then create a
sentence that summarizes the details. Point out the similarity to
summarizing in a book report. Discuss how even though all the details are
not stated, they are included in the idea of the paragraph.
Direct students to page 77 in On Para~. Have them read the first
paragraph. Together, list the details on a diagram. Discuss how the
diagram shows that the details are connected. If students come up with
the topic include it in the diagram. Using student ideas create a main idea
sentence. Check for the inclusion of the details in the idea.

Phase V:

Application

Have students read the paragraph on page 81 of On Parade and ask them
to write a main idea sentence for the paragraph.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students to think about what they have learned about main idea.
them to describe how details and main idea are related.

Ask
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Strategic Skill Lesson 29:

Story Elements - Character & Setting

Objective
The learner will recognize the. story elements:

character and setting.

Materials
City Spaces teacher's guide pp.15-16
City Spaces student text pp. 24-26
Just So Stories
How the Zebra Got Its Stripes
On Parade student text pp. 109-123
26 Partial story maps for "Geraldine, the Music Mouse"

Phase I:

Exploration

Have students read the title of the lesson on page 24 in City Spaces to find
out what they will be learning about. When they finish, ask them what do
they already know about character and setting. Monitor student responses
and adjust the lesson.

Phase
A.

II:

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Have students imagine they are lost at the zoo during a class trip. Tell
them that after they are found, they decide to write a story about how
they felt, what they saw, and what they did. Explain that in that story
they are the characters and the zoo is the setting.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that the characters and the setting are important elements or
parts of the story. Without them there would not really be a story. The
characters are whom the story is about. Each character will say, think, and
do things that help the reader understand what that character is like. Tell
students to ask themselves "Whom is this story about?" when they want to
find characters in a story.
Explain to students that the setting is where and when the story takes
place. Instruct students to find words that ell about the setting to help
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them picture where the story takes place. Tell students that
understanding the character and setting will help them understand the
story better.

Phase

III;

Translation

Ask students to tell what characters are and what the setting refers to.
Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV:

Modeline and Practice

Remind students about the story "The Elephant's Child". Using selfquestioning, show students how to determine the characters and the
setting. Using a semantic map, list what you remember about the story.
Then reread aloud passages that describe the setting and the characters.
Show how these descriptive words help you picture where the story takes
place and what the characters are like.
Read aloud to the students "How the Lion Got Its Roar". Together identify
the characters and setting. Help students find words to use to visualize the
story. Direct students to draw what they have imagined.

Phase V:

Application

Direct students to read that story "Geraldine, the Music Mouse" in On
Parade. Have them identify the characters and the setting. Tell them to
list the characters and setting on a partial story map that you give them.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students what two questions they should ask themselves to figure out
the story's characters and setting.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 30:

Story Elements - Characterization

Objective
The learner will understand what character traits are.

Materials
Little Red Riding Hood: book and felt board characters
The Tortoise and the Hare: book and felt board characters
The Tale of Peter Rabbit

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to be learning about characters. Ask students
to name some characters from stories or fairy tales they have heard or
read. Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson. If students are
lacking in a literature background, the stories in this lesson should be read
to the students before using this lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Have students think about such familiar characters as Little Red Riding
Hood, the tortoise, the hare, and Peter Rabbit. Ask them what they know
about these characters.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students they will be learning about character traits and how authors
tell their readers about the characters in their stories. Knowing what a
character is like will help the reader understand why the character does
certain things. Knowing about the character's personality can even help
the reader predict what the character may do next.
Explain to students that authors have different ways of letting their
readers know about the characters in their stories. They can use pictures
and words to describe what their characters look like (physical traits).
Authors might also have their characters say or do something in the story
that shows their personality (character traits). Readers can learn a great
deal by observing what the character says and does and the way he or she
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says or does it. Sometimes the author does not tell the reader everything
about the character. The reader must use his or her imagination.

Phase III:

Translation

Have students restate what is meant by character traits.
responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV:

Monitor student

ModeJin2 and Practice

Using pictures, felt board materials, and reading from the story, illustrate
Little Red Riding Hood and the tortoise from The Tortoise and the Hare.
Show that the reader knows what Little Red Riding Hood looks like from
the description in the story and the picture. Point out to students that the
reader has to imagine what the tortoise looks like. Next go to the story
events to find character traits. Show that even though the reader does not
know exactly what the tortoise looks like physically, the reader does now
something of the tortoise's personality from the way he acts and the little
he says. Point out that picture of Little Red Riding Hood's personality 1s
not as clear, though her physical description is more detailed.
Have students illustrate Peter Rabbit. Guide them as they look for clues to
Peter's personality as you reread to them The Tale of Peter Rabbit. Chart
these clues and have students list Peter's character traits with their
illustrations.

Phase V:

Application

Have students illustrate the hare from The Tortoise and the Hare. Tell
them to find clues as to the hare's personality. Then have students write a
descriptive sentence or paragraph about the hare.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students to explain the difference between physical traits and
character traits. Have them name some ways the author lets the reader
know about the characters.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 31:

Story Elements - Setting

Obiective
The learner will be able to picture when and where a story takes place.

Materials
On Parade student text pp. 109-123
Transparency basal story map for "Geraldine the Music Mouse"
Paper for illustrations
Overhead projector

Phase I;

Exploration

In a prior assessment, some students have been unable to identify the
setting of a selection. Tell students they are going to learn about figuring
out the setting of a story. Ask students what they think the setting refers
to. Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II;
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Read aloud the following description:
It was late at night. The waves splashed on the rocks.
cold and wet. The boat rocked in the water.

The sand was

Ask students to picture this.
B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that when they read a story they will understand what they
read better if they picture the setting of the story. The setting is where
and when the story takes place. Tell students to ask themselves as they
read, where and when does the story take place. Then they can picture
the setting and use what they know to complete the picture.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to restate what the setting refers to.

Monitor student
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responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

ModeJim: and Practice

Have students turn in On Parade to page 109. Demonstrate for students,
finding clue words that describe the setting. Chart the descriptions so that
they form a map. Think aloud and show how you use what you know
about "a pantry" and an "empty house" to form a picture of the setting.
Tell students to find more clues to the setting. Have them form a mental
picture of the setting. Then have them illustrate their picture of the
setting for "Geraldine, the Music Mouse".

Phase V;

Application

Have students practice visualizing as they read independently and are
read to. Direct them to illustrate the setting for their independent reading
and match their picture to the describing words in the story.

Phase VI:

Closure

Remind students that the setting of a story is where and when that story
takes place. Ask students what they can do to remember the setting in a
story.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 32:

Goal and Outcome

Obiective
The learner will recognize the goal and outcome of a story.

Materials
On Parade teacher's guide pp. 351-352
On Parade student text pp.296-298, 299-315
Story map transparency
26 copies of "Evan's Corner" story map
Overhead projector

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they will be learning about finding the goal and outcome of a
story. Ask them what they think is meant by the phrase "goal and
outcome". Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students to imagine their class is gomg on a trip to Washington, D.C.
Tell students that they want to go on this trip. That is their goal. If they
can make enough money, they will be able to go. Whether or not they get
what they want can be called the outcome. They decide to do some extra
jobs around the house to make money. This is how they will try to reach
their goal.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that characters in stories have goals too. The
characters may do many things to reach their goals. Sometimes characters
get what they want and other times they do not. The outcome of a story
shows whether the characters get what they want. Tell students to ask
themselves as they read "What does the character want?" and to think
about whether or not the character gets what he or she wants.
Understanding the goal and outcome of the story helps the reader make
sense of what is being read.
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Phase III:

Translation

Ask students to restate in their own words what is meant by goal and
outcome. Monitor student responses, check for understanding, and adjust
the lesson accordingly.

Phase IV:

Modelim: and Practice

Read with students page 297. Look for information that tells what Tom's
goal is. Record this information on a story map. Next, identify what Tom
does to try to reach his goal. Record this information under "attempts" on
the story map. Determine the outcome of the story, that Tom reaches his
goal, and record this under "outcome" on the map. Point out to students
how goal and outcome relate to the whole story.
Have students read the story on page 298 and help them identify the goal
and outcome. Illustrate their findings on a story map. Remind them to
find out what the characters' goals are, look for the ways characters reach
their goals, and decide whether the characters reach their goals.

Phase V:

Application

Have students read "Evan's Corner" in On Parade to find out what Evan's
goal is and what the outcome of the story is. Give students story maps for
"Evan's Corner" and have them record their findings on the map.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students why the reader needs to be able to identify the goal and
outcome of a story.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 33:

Goal and Outcome (Reinforcement)

obi ective
The learner recogmzes the character's goal and understands the outcome.

Materials
City Spaces teacher's guide p. 37
City Spaces student text pp. 42-44
The Paper Bag Princess
Basal teaching chart #8 transparency
Overhead projector

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to be learning about goal and outcome in a
story. Ask them what they remember about goal and/or outcome from the
previous lesson. Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase II:
A.

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students if they have ever wanted something very much. Ask them
what they did to get it and did they finally get what they wanted. Discuss
their responses to establish awareness of background knowledge. Ask
students if they thought they were going to get what they wanted while
they were wishing for it. Ask them if they were able to "predict" the
outcome in their story. Discuss with students their ideas and encourage
them to think about predicting as it relates to outcome.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that most stories are about a character who wants
something. What the character wants is called his or her goal. Whether
the character gets what he or she wants is called the outcome. The ways a
character tries to reach his or her goal are called attempts. Review for
students that when they can figure out the goal and outcome, it makes it
easier for them to understand and remember the story.
Tell students to think about what they remember about the reading
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strategy called predicting. Explain to students that using this strategy will
help them identify and understand the goal and outcome in a story.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to restate what they think goal and outcome are. Ask them
to tell what predicting or predicting outcomes means. Monitor student
responses. Check for understanding of what goal means, outcome means,
and knowledge of predicting. Adjust the lesson according to student needs.

Phase IV;

Modeline and Practice

Display the teaching chart #8 and read the selection with students. Tell
students that you want to know Billy's goal so you ask yourself what he
wanted. Tell students that Billy wanted to have fried catfish for dinner.
You know this because he closed his eyes and tried to imagine the sounds
and smells of catfish frying. Point out to students that once you figured
out what Billy wanted, you made a prediction. You thought of what you
knew about fishing and how hard it was to catch a fish. You decided that
Billy would not be eating catfish because he probably would not catch a
fish. Explain to students that this was a guess and that you are going to
read to see if your guess really happens. Next you read to find out how
Billy tried to reach his goal. He got his fishing pole, went to the lake, and
waited for a fish to bite. These were his attempts. To find the outcome of
this story, you asked whether Billy got got what he wanted. You found out
he did not because there was lightning and he had to go home before he
caught a fish. You checked your prediction and find that your guess was
the same as the outcome.
Read part of The Paper Bag Princess to students. Help them to identify the
characters' goals. Have students think about what they know about
traditional fairy tails and to make some predictions about what will
happen in the story. Continue reading and guide students as they identify
the characters' attempts to reach their goals. Have students adjust their
predictions based on additional information. Read the rest of the story and
have students identify the outcome.

Phase Y;

Application

Have students read "The Donkey in the Lion's Skin". Tell students to think
about what the donkey in this story wants and if they think he will get
what he wants. Have them read to find out if he gets what he wants.
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Phase YI;

Closure

Ask students why they should find the goal and outcome in a story. Ask
what reading strategy may help them figure out the goal and outcome.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 34:

Goal and Outcome (Extension)

Objective
The learner will use a story map to identify the character's goal, attempts
to reach that goal, and understand the story outcome.
Materials
Story map transparency for The Velveteen Rabbit
Story map transparency
Overhead projector
Charlotte's Web
City Spaces student text pp .168-183, 326-341
52 Story maps

Phase

I:

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn how to use a story map to help them
identify a character's goal and understand the outcome. Ask students
what they remember about story mapping. Monitor student responses and
adjust the lesson.

Phase
A.

II:

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students to remember the story you read to them, The Velveteen
Rabbit. Review for students the main characters and ask them what did
the rabbit want (to be real). Ask students if the rabbit became real in the
end. Discuss the outcome. Show students a completed story map for The
Velveteen Rabbit. Point out the rabbit's goal, the events in the story, and
the outcome. Explain to students how the map shows how all these parts
fit together to make a story.

B.

Communicate Objective

Remind students that when they read a story, they will understand it
better if they can identify what the characters want and what they do to
get what they want. Explain to students that using a story map helps
organize these important story elements so that the students can see how
the goal and outcome relate to the story. Tell students to ask themselves
"What do the characters' want? How do they get what they want? Do they
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get what they want?" Then map the answers to these questions to help
them visualize the story.

Phase III;

Translation

Have students restate what goals and outcomes are. Ask them why using a
story map help them. Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Display a story map for Charlotte"s Web. Discuss with students what
Wilbur wanted. Decide on Wilbur's goal and write it down on the map.
Discuss with students the events in the story and decide on four main ones
that lead up to the outcome. Record these on the map. Then record the
outcome and decide, with student input, if Wilbur got what he wanted.
Give students story maps for "Yertle the Turtle" and guide them as they
record Yertle's goal, his attempts at that goal, and the outcome of the story.
Discuss with students their information and point out that everyone's story
maps may be a little different. Discuss what the map may have looked like
if the students had filled out the map from Mac's perspective. Maps are
correct as long as the information is correct and the goals and outcome
make sense.

Phase V;

Application

Give students story maps for "Pooh Gets Into a Tight Place". Have students
read to find out what Pooh wants and if he gets what he wants. Tell
students to complete the map for the story.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students how using a story map helps them identify the goal and
outcome in a story.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 35:

Organizing Text - Using Context Clues

Obiective
The learner will recognize context clues and use them to recogmze new
words.

Materials
Picture transparency
Overhead projector
Sentence strips
26 Skill sheets

Phase I:

Exploration

Tell students that they are going to learn some context clues which will
help them recognize new words. Ask students what they think is meant
by the phrase "context clues". Monitor student responses for an
understanding of clues and an awareness of context. Adjust the lesson
according to student needs.

Phase
A.

II:

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Display the picture with hidden images. The images will appear as the
class looks closely. Give the students time to identify some things they
have found. Then explain that the images were there all along, even
though they were not seen at first. The viewer had to do a little searching.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that sometimes reading can be like looking at this picture.
The meaning of a word can be right there in the sentence even though the
reader does not see. Explain to students that in this lesson, they are going
to learn about a clue which will tell them if the meaning is right there in
front of their eyes.
Explain to students that in a sentence like this "The
gully, a deep ditch, was full of water." There are two commas. Between
these two commas is the meaning of the word "gully". When a readers see
a phrase surrounded by commas, near a word they do not know, they
should ask themselves if this phrase is the meaning to that word.
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Phase III;

Translation

Ask students what are they looking for when they are using context clues.
Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson to meet student needs.

Phase IV;

Modelin2 and Practice

Read from a sentence strip "The galloon, or braid, was made of silver
thread." Tell students you are not sure what a galloon is even after you
pronounce it. Ask yourself is the meaning of this word could be in the
sentence. Point out the two commas and the phrase in between. Tell
students that you have seen on military uniforms and band uniforms
braided loops of silver and gold thread. Tell students that you are going to
guess that this is what a galloon probably is. Reread the sentence and ask
students if that meaning would make sense.
Display more sentence strips and help students identify meaning phrases
located between two commas. Discuss with students correct and incorrect
meamngs, emphasizing the importance of making sense of what is being
read.

Phase V;

Application

Students continue to practice using context clues to identify word
meanings on a skill sheet. Since an important aspect of the effectiveness of
instruction with this strategy is discussion, this practice is not totally
independent. Student answers for the skill sheet are discussed.

Phase VI;

Closure

Ask students what does context tell them about an unknown word.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 36:

Organizing Text - Connectives

Obiective
The learner will understand the function and meanmg of such connecting
words as although, and, but, how, if, and or.

Materials
Basal teaching chart transparency #45
Teaching chart transparency
City Spaces teacher's guide p. 239
26 Skill sheets

Phase

I;

Exploration

Tell students they are going to be learning about connecting words.
students what they think connecting words are. Monitor students
responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase
A.

II;

Ask

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Ask students to raise their hands if they like pizza. Then ask them why
they raised their hand. Point out "if" is a clue word that connects your
directions with students liking pizza.

B.

Communicate Objective

Explain to students that words that join parts of sentences together are
called connecting words. Just like because, since, and so can be clues to
what happens and why, connecting words help make the meaning of a
sentence clear. Tell students the clue words they need to recognize are
and, but, or, if, although. When they see these words, readers should think
about what they mean and use them to help understand what is being
read.

Phase

III;

Translation

Ask students to restate what connecting words do in a sentence. Have
them name some connecting words. Monitor student responses and adjust
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the lesson.

Phase IV;

Modelio& and Practice

Read aloud a short passage displayed on a teaching chart.
connecting words. Discuss how they give meaning to the
help you to understand what you have read. Note how a
connecting word in the same sentence gives that sentence
meanmg.

Point out the
sentences and
different
a very different

Have students read from another teaching chart the following sentences:
You may have a peach and an apple.
You may have a peach or an apple.
You may have a peach but not an apple.
Help students identify connecting words and discuss the meanings of the
sentences.

Phase V;

Application

Give students skill sheets. Have them read the paragraphs and identify
connecting words. Direct them to answer questions concerning the
meaning of the passage.

Phase VI;

Closure

Tell students to look for connecting words such as and, but, or, if, although,
because, since, and so as they read. Ask students what these words do in
sentences.
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Strategic Skill Lesson 37:

Organizing Text - Sentence Combining

Objective
The learner will use their understanding of the function and meaning of
connective words to combine sentences.

Materials
Houghton Mifflin English teacher's guide pp.76, 152, 280,
Sentence strips
Students' creative wntmg stories
Tray with more than 5 items

Phase I;

Exploration

Tell students they are going to learn to use connecting words to combine
sentences. Ask students what they remember about connecting words.
Monitor student responses and adjust the lesson.

Phase
A.

II;

Explication

Anticipatory Set

Act out offering students items on a tray without using any connecting
words. Then act out offering the items again but this time use connecting
words. Ask students to comment.

B.

Communicate Objective

Tell students that when you offered the items on the tray the second time
you were using connecting words to combine sentences. Combining
sentences is a skill people use all the time without really thinking about it.
Tell students they are going to learn to recognize these words and use
them to combine sentences when they talk, read, and write. Remind
students that they already know how to combine sentences when they
speak. Ask them to think about how connecting words help them make
sense of what they read. Explain to students that just like understanding
how sentences are combined helps their reading comprehension, being
able to combine sentences will help their writing. Tell students they can
use connecting words in writing the same way they do in speaking. They
need to think about what they want to say and then think about how to
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combine their ideas.

Phase III;

Translation

Ask students to demonstrate combining sentences orally.
responses and adjust the lesson appropriately.

Phase IV:

Monitor student

Modelim: and Practice

Think aloud about what you want to say. Write on the board two
sentences. Think aloud about how to combine those sentences. Compose a
combined sentence and write this on the board. Point out how the
combined sentence sounds better than the repetitiveness of the two
sentences and still says what you wanted to say.
Display pairs of sentences on strips and ask students to combine them and
write the combined sentences on the board.

Phase V:

Application

Have students reread their creative wntmg stories and identify sentences
that could be combined. Help them to combine these sentences. Remind
them to check that their combined sentences say what the students mean.

Phase VI:

Closure

Ask students to restate how to combine sentences in their wntmg. Have
them evaluate their creative writing and decide if combining sentences
improves what they have written.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

The view of reading comprehension has changed over the past
twenty years.
process.

The new view sees reading as a constructive, interactive

A great deal about this process 1s being learned from

metacognitive research.

This change in perspective reqmres a

reassessment of what constitutes reading comprehension instruction.
What to teach is as critical to developing effective reading comprehension
instruction as determining how to teach reading.

It is time to focus

attention on "how traditional basal reader instruction can be enhanced to
promote and develop metacognitive abilities" (Schmitt and Baumann, 1986,
p. 28).

The purpose of this study was to develop a set of comprehension
instructional materials which integrated direct instructional methods and
research based reading strategies in the district adopted basal reading
program.
Adoping a strategic approach to reading comprehension required, m
addition to a review of literature, a reassessment of instructional goals.
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Elements of direct instruction were applied and basal lessons restructured
to incorporate comprehension monitoring strategies.
these strategies and given opportunities to apply them.

Students were taught
The goal of the

instruction was to make students active participants in learning and have
them take control of their own comprehension.

Conclusions

Based on the research evidence presented in this study and the
observations made on the effectiveness of the instructional materials
developed and implemented, the following statements can be made:
1.

Restructuring reading comprehension skill lessons resulted m

focusing attention on the needs of the learner as opposed to
attending to the requirements of a program.
2.

The active involvement associated with direct instruction

provided the teacher with an accurate picture of student needs,
abilities, and strengths.
3.

Instruction was more efficient with restructured lessons and

allowed more time for actual reading.
4.

Students developing their own comprehension strategies

improved their comprehension.
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5.

Independent reading increased with the strategic approach to

reading comprehension.
6.

Comprehension monitoring can be strengthened through careful

classroom training.
7.

Students' active participation and control over their reading

resulted m increased enthusiasm for reading.
8.

Students' strategic reading behaviors transferred to other areas

of the curriculum.

Recommendations

In response to the findings m this study, the following recommendations were made:
1.

Direct instruction m reading strategies compnses only part of

helping students learn to read.

Critical to developing successful

readers 1s providing the opportunity for them to read.
2.

While students can be directly taught the initial stages of strategic

reading behaviors, subsequent training may be more effectively
taught usmg other teaching methods.
3.

Enthusiasm for comprehension monitoring strategies needs to be

tempered with a caution against indiscriminate use of these
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techniques.

The strategies are a tool for understanding and

imposing them on good readers may actually interfere with their
existing, effective strategies.
4.

Further studies into the developmental aspect of comprehension

monitoring abilities should be conducted to determine what
strategies are appropriate for students of various age levels.
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